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The Editors gratefully acknowledge tIle following messages sent
to The New African: .
From the Prime Mi11ister of India
WISH YOU ALL SUCCESS IN YOUR CAMP~4IGN

, AGAINST RACIAL INEQUALITY Lal Bahadur Shastri

From the Minister for Ext~rnal Affairs, Kelzya
Conditions in South Africa are deteriorating fr01n day to day
and it is for this reason that The New African has had to be
published in London. The contents and lay-out of this jour11al
are magnificent. Please carry on your good work to acquaint the
peoples of the world of the dreadful conditions in South Africa.
My c011gratulations to you all for the ~ple11did effort.

Joseph Murumbi
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THE COMMON\VEALTH SEEMS to have made a little progress, from an
atmosphere of stagnant artificiality in 1962-3 (its imminent break-up \vas being
predicted) to 1965's hardheaded preparedness to give it another try.

The June meeting of heads of state in London, despite negative COmlTIU
niques and tensions, was by happy chance timed to show it in a better light
than its own deliberations afforded it. First there \vas the lobbying of some
delegates to try and get them to the Afro-Asian Conference despite political
uncertainty in Algeria after Ben Bella's overthrow. Then the Comnlon\vealth
Peace Mission, though it had its farcical moments, finally had some glory
rubbed off on it when one of its members, Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah, was
invited to Hanoi in the cause of peace,' albeit in his personal capacity. The
seriousness of the Rhodesian crisis at this time again lent reality to the
llleeting. President Nyerere's refusal to accept the Rhodesia communique
showed the conference to be more than an annual exercise in political cant,
not taken seriously either by the heads of state or their nations.

IT IS NOT ENOUGH to feel its pulse and pronounce it still living, yet signs
of positive value are hard to find. The artificiality of its existence as a group
of equals when it consists of colonisers, colonists and some whose land they
colonised \vas more obvious than usual in 1965 \\rhen by all accounts Mr
Wilson ran the Ineeting more as a commanding officer than as a chairman.
Aside from purely selfish, material advantages, its only value - at any rate
for its African members - is that it cuts across both racial and east-\vest
alignments, and that it places some sort of obstacle in the vvay of the advancing
threat of worId race Viar.

Certainly British policy on imrnigration and on its relations with South
Africa seems to Inake this obstacle flimsier than before. British preoccupation
with international issues closer at hand than race war causes the country
to look at its defence arrangements with South Africa without n1uch regard .
to uncommitted Afro-Asian opinion. Yet an article in the current Contem
porary RevievJ may herald a change in British thinking. It puts the view
that " there is a Inaj or struggle for influence developing in Africa and whoever
seeks to engage in it as an ally of Dr 'ler\voerd, even to the slightest extent,
is almost bound to lose it. In these circumstances to accept some of the
pressures of the African states may well have to be the realistic choice of
any Western country interested in maintaining its influence towards stability
on the continent." The point is well taken, as far as it goes. We would hope
that British preparedness to sacrifice her friendly relations with South Africa
might indicate also a respect for Con1mon\vealth vie'fNs, though this article,
\vhich appears characteristic of much" establishment" thinking, scarcely refers
to the COll10n\vealth at all.

\VE MUST HOPE for a heightened appreciation of the Common,vealth's value
in the cause of peace, despite the present tragedy across the Kashmir cease
fire line. From Britain a greater regard for her partners than the \\Thite Paper
on Common\vealth Immigration vouchsafes. From the "old" Commonwealth
countries a more apparent realisation of the value of their newer partners as
a counter to world racialism. On the Afro-Asian partners the strain of nlember
ship does not yet tell, though South Africa's preseiice until 1961 produced
a foretaste and Britain's treatment of Rhodesia repeats it. 1965 has given a
glimpse of a future Commonwealth meaning. May it be for this and not the
Kashmir horror that we remember .. 1965. et



ATime
to Decide

THE NEW AFRICAN/~EPTEMBER·1965/147..---------.
SUZANNE

CRONJE·

" Britain's posttlon is particularly difficult.
Courageous decisions will have to be taken,
decisions that will upset a great number of
vested interests."
Bravo, I said to: myself. Bravo. ·Mr. Derek
Ingram was putting it in a nutshell* The ques
tion had. been nagging me thruoghout his ex
cellent book, for can you have a Commonwealth
cutting across the races and setting the pace
for a colour-blind world with Dr. Verwoerd
breathing down your neck? Mr. Ingram had
deplored the situation as thoroughly as I and
so far with the same helpless exasperation. But
now, in the last few pages of his 'book, he was
obviously working towards suggesting a solution.

H The challenge of the apartheid policy has
to be answered by considerable deeds . . .

H The suggestion that apartheid has to be
supported to keep the gold in European hands
really casting all morality iO the winds . .. In
the decades to come this thinking will be danger
ous.

t( Fortunately, there is yet time. to ·conzmit
ourselves (i1'nzly on the side of right. One thing
is certain: the attitude Britain takes towards
South Africa will be watched by the whole of
Africa, the United Nations and the world. It
may be because Labour has {ewe1· entanglements
with big business, that this is at situation which
can be tackled satisfactorily only by a Labour
Government. ... "

My mind went back to last summer, to a pre
election interview I had with Mr. George
Thompson - now Minister of State in the
Foreign Office. Africa, he had told me most
emphatically, and foreign affairs in general,
don't bring in any votes. People just did not
care enough. The campaign would have to be
fought on domestic issues.

And so, concentrating on the British elec
torate's preoccupation with its o\vn affairs,
Labour won - just. Since Africa was not
part of the election platform, it did not have
to commit itself to any particular Africa policy
(the arms embargo excepted - and even this
undertaking has been lost sight of, in spirit if
not in letter); and Britain has a Labour gov
ernment which does not materially differ in its
attitude to Dr. Verwoerd and most other foreign
affairs from the Conservatives. " We are proud
of our trade with South Africa. Make no mis
take about that," Labour's Junior Minister for
Trade said in the House of Lords. How was
Mr. Ingram te know? His book contains a warm
foreword by Mr. Bottomley, Secretary of State
for Comonwealth Relations, commending the
author for his "stimulating ideas on \vhat
'Should be done in the future."

'so MUCH, THEN, is dbvious: No British Gov
ernment - even a Labour Government - is
likely to take any effective action about apar
'theid until it can. no longer safely avoid it
·without risking the loss of an appreciable num
·ber of votes. But the electorate does not care,
we are told - and we know it is true. It
is true - but does the British electorate know

*Coml1lonwealth for A Colour-blind ~Vorld by
Derek Ingram (George Allen and Unwin)

what this business of apartheid in South Africa
is really about?

It is too much to expect a press controlled
by big business and finance not. to defend the
owners' interests. When George Brown recently
accused the British press of hostility towards
the Labour Government, it was suggested that
he was attempting to hide the failure of Labour
policies behind a conspiracy which exists only
in his imagination. The only surprising thing
about George Brown's outburst was its naivete.
He cannot have supposed that the city and
industry would in the final count support any
thing that was threatening their very roots.
Whilst a number of national newspapers have
gone along in giving more or less qualified
approval to Labour's innocuous policies - and
almost all of Labour's policies are innocuous
enough to fit in with progressive capitalism 
not one of them put its weight behind the
only socialist measure on the Government's
current programme, namely the nationalisation
of the steel industry. The different levels of
sympathy with the Left which are sometimes
reflected in the editorial policies or in the
views of outside contributors in some publica
tions are never allowed to extend far enough
to rock the basis of private investment and
enterprise. It has long been obvious that this
is of the greatest importance as far as South
Africa is concerned. Colin and Margaret Legum
recently wrote that: the South African Informa
tion Department "has long since given up
hope of influencing the major newspapers, with
the solitary exception of Lord Beaverbrook's.
One of their toughest opponents is The Times
which is reviled in official Scuth African circles
as much as The Observer, The Guardian, and
The Economist. In the United States their
bete noire is The N e'W York Til1zes, which ·holds
firmly to the view that South Africa's policies
are' a peril to internatl" tal peace and security.'
But if the Western press is almost unifonnly
critical of apartheid it is also, with a few notwli>le
exceptions, equally opposed to international in
tervention, which is generally regarded as wrong
in principle and unworkable in practice."

ONE OF THE FEW NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS - I
cannot recall any other, though there may well
be - is nn article by Colin Legum himself,
in conjunction with Anthony Sampson, which
appeared jn the Observer on the eve of last
year's International Conference on Economic
Sanctions against South Africa. It constituted
a powerful plea for sanctions on the basis that
any alternative to effective action by the West
would give the Communists a lead in the strug
gle against apartheid which would decisively
enhance their reputation in Afro-Asian eyes and
ultimately result in moving southern Africa
out of the Western sphere of influence. This
was therefore a strong appeal to capitalist self
interest and concealed, perhaps wisely, the moral
content of the prcblem with which South Africa
confronts the world. However, the British press
not only fails in supporting the call for sanctions,
it also fails to present apartheid for what it is.
The Times, for instance, is usually content to
criticise not the main issue of apartheid but

its symptoms, if these .happen to have received
enough of the right sort of publicity to commend
them to that august editorial attention. To take
the latest example, Ruth First's recent autobi
ographical _description of the effects of the 90
day clause persuaded The Times to comment
that what the South African Government " may
have had against this detainee is neither here
nor there. The horrifying thing about her story,
as she tells it, is that it reveals a state of affairs
in which those in· charge of a once civilised
state have ridden roughshod over the rights
of individuals to fair treatment under the law.
Hers was far from being a solitary case ... If
she has given an inaccurate account of her
ordeal or if The Star - a newspaper of high
international stan9.ing - is wrong, Dr. Ver
woerd and Mr. Vorster should tell the world.
If. they remain silent they will convict themselves
and confirm the worst suspicion of their critics."

The Star i~ referred to for having described
cuctailment in the provisions for bail and other
measures as "calmly and deliberately" disre
garding "the principles which men in Anglo
Saxon (sic) countries at least have always re-
garded as the· very foundations of their indi
vidual liberty."

THE SUGGESTION THAT THE TRUTH about South
Africa's police methods remains to be established,
or that it could be shaken by anything Verwoerd
or Vorster may say comes several years too late.
The South African Government is no longer
suspect, it has long ago been convicted. As to
the case against Miss First being "neither here
nor there," it must be poicted out that her
ordeal makes sense only in the light of the
wider· abuse of humanity which has become
.South African practice. The perverted cult of
in'bred privilege which goes under the name of
apartheid is all-pervasive; the police methods in
themselves are the symptoms which will not
disappear until the central evil is attacked.

The same applies to the publicity .recently
accorded to the evidence of Slouth African
prison warders and others who spoke of torture.
There is of course no objection to the publicity
as such; on the contrary - the British press,
led in this instance by the Daily Mail, must be
praised for taking up the case which its
colleagues in South Africa had first raised
at great personal risk. But the impression given
by this camtJaign is that whilst there is some
thing wrong with South Africa's prisons, it
is something that can be remedied, which
in reality it cacnot be without destroying the
whole fabric of South African society. Even
more seriously, the Times Leader shows its
writer to be under the same misapprehension
about the true nature of apartheid as his more
extreme right-wing colleagues in holding that
"some of the African neighbours of the Re
public live in glass houses of Crystal Palace
dimensions in \vhich they would be well advised
to refrain from throwing stones." But the in
hum·anity 0f apartheid cannot be compared to
nonracial forms of injustice in government and
administration. In systems which practise poli
tical or religious discriminaton and persecution,
the victim can in the last resort elect to conform
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and so cease being the victim, whilst in South
,Africa the victim is born a victim - one can
change one's political allegiance but not one's
colour to escape Dr. Verwoerd. The full impact
'of what this means in terms of suffering caused
by ruthless brutality is seldom conveyned by a
press which does not wish' to arouse 'public
reVulsion strong enough to insist on ,measures
'liable to result in loss of profit anq possibly
even investment.

Since such limitations do 110t apply to a public
'Corporation, it is surpdsing to find the BBC
approaching the subject of 'apartheid' with 'con
,siderable caution. ,''(My rem'arks here are con
fined to sound radio, since my personal experi
ence of television' is, too limited to allow ,me to
judge.) News and current affairs programines
deal with British' and international events con
cerning the Republic, -but there is little atten
tion paid to cO'nditions and developments'1nside
South Africa~ In' accordance with 'its tradition
of impartiality, the BBC provides a platform
for commentators who are sympathetic -to the
South African Government, but those who put
the opposite point of view are not always the
most determined opponents of the Verwoerd
regime. Apologists are quite often regarded as
representing "liberal" opinion. The London
representatives of the ANC say that whilst
they were called upon to comment quite fre
quently some years ago, in the heyday of Afri
can independence when black nationalism was
a novelty, they have scarcely been asked for
their opinion during the last two years. Like
the press, the BBC 'is particularly reluctant to
provide a platform for the proponents of econ
omic sanctions against South Africa. An ex
ample was last year's· Security Council, Resolu
tion Which set, up an enquiry to report on the
various measures which could be applied to
bring apartheid to an end. As far as I remember,
the comment was uniformly against " coercion"
and "interference with South Africa's internal
affairs" even before the enquiry could get
under way. For instance, Stephen Hastings, 'a
Tory backbencher, produced all the standard
arguments why sanctions could not, would not
and should not be made to work, whilst those
who held opposite views. were not heard. By
contrast, the International Conference on Econ
omic Sanctions against South Africa which took
place in J-Jondon some weeks previously was
barely mentioned, and the findings of top
ranking experts who came to the conclusion that
sanctions were feasible \vere not presented to
the public. '

One may be excused for suspecting bias when
one considers the hair-raising day-to-day eye
\vitness accounts after the Stanleyville disaster.
The refugees, 'who informed the world of, Afri
ca's savage brutality after and even during every
news report must surely have been suspected
of being biased - though understandably so.
On top of this, the religious programme "Lift
Up Your Heart" was given over to missionaries
who related their hair-raising experiences twice
every morning for .a week. The recent report
of the British Council of Churches stressed
that British Christians must no longer remain
passive in view of what is happening in South

Africa, and it seems a pity that· a week of
"Lift Up Your Hearts" was not ,set aside for
ChurCh members' to bear witness to the tragic
even'ts in the Republic~

COLIN AND MARGARET LEGUM draw attention
to the, presure to which BBC producers are
subjected by the SoU;th African Information
Department and embassy staff when pro
granirries ~ttacking apartheid 'are· broadcast. The
Corporation is unlikely to be intimidated by
such attempts. However, there is little doubt
that the - South Africa <Foundation's London
Commitee 'with the w,eight of Big Business be
hind it has brought its infl~ence to bear on the
Corporation at various points to prevent the
critics of apartheid from, impairing international
confidence in South Africa's stability. Consid.;
ering the COIl11J1ittee's powerful backing, it is
remarka'ble that it did not succeed to' a much
greater extent,' but many producers and other
executives are totally opposed, to apartheid.
They would certainly be willing to arrange for
the presentation of theuI1;01itigated truth about
South Africa if it could be ascertained that this
is in line with BBC policy. Unfortunately, the
Corporation's attitude towards South 'Africa is
vague, but there is some hope for clarification
since Sir Hugh 'Greene's recent statements in
dicate that the BBC would not remain uncom
mitted where fundamental issues made it de
sira'bie to have its :position defined. There could
hardly be a fundamental issue of greater im
portance than the growing division of the world
along racial lines. The crass racial confronta~

tion in South Africa is central to this, adding
daily to the potential conflict between the white
haves and the coloured have-nots. Derek In
gram, whose remarks set me off on these
speculations, finds that Britain is in the " unique
position to mediate and help to avoid the world's
greatest racial catastrophe. She cannot stand
aside. Before long she may have to take one
of the great moral decisions of history. Some
time an attempt has to be made to bridge the
yawning chasm between the South African Gov
ernment and the non-white nations of the world
without precipitating violence. Perhaps the ini
tiative should come from Britain ... "

I am quoting ~lr. Ingram at some length
because there' are many others like he, men of
goodwill a'nd of liberal ideas, who are shocked
and who protest at what is going on. But their
protests and their talk about gre'at moral deci-

sions gives the impression that something is
actually being done, whereas the situation re
mains' unchanged, allowing Dr. Verwoerd plenty
of time to consolidate his position. It is time
people stopped deceiving themselves: the idea
that the problems of' South Mrica can be
settled peacefully, with Britain in a mediatory
role, is ludicrous. For a glimpse of the truth it
it only necessary to recall the, fanaticism in a
recent South African broadcast (which was,
however, not: widely reported in Britain) -

"South Africa will make a decisive contri
bution to the consolidati'on of the entire West
a's ,a white 'world united' in its struggle against
the joint forces of the yellow 'and black races
of· the' earth . . . When America reaches this
(Le. South Africa's} level of maturity in the
emergent world period, overcoming the transi
tional sickness of the modem period and taking
over the' leadership of the whole white world,
the West will be very favourably placed to win
the racial struggle on a global scale . . . "
How far removed is this' from 1939? And how
unlikely that the British public would be im
pervious to anything so reminiscent of Hitler~s

Germany! Dr. Verwoerd has made a number
of statements in a very similar vein, but this
particular pronouncement was made by Sir
Hugh Greene's counterpart, Dr. Piet Meyer,
Chairman ef the South African Broadcasting
Corporation. This would be of little interest,
were it not that it brings the issue to a level
on which the BBC could 1eact without seeming
too much out of step 'with the other news media.
And in view of its past record, it does .not
seem strange that the first of the important
decisions regarding South Africa might be taken
by the BBC.

For if Sir Hugh Greene's belief that the BBC
should not be impartial about "extreme forms
of political belief" is translated into practical
BBC policies, apartheid is obviously the first on
which the Corporation will have to drop its
impartiality. In doing so it will only pioneer
an attitude which the rest of Britain and the
rest of the West will have to 'adopt if there is
to be a free West in the world of tomorrow. •

s U Z ANN E C R 0 N J E, a writer and broad
caster on African affairs, divides her time
between Britain and Nigeria, where her hus
band, who is a South African, works as a
scientist for the Govern1nent.
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REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN

The Politics of Socio-Economic Bankruptcy Part 2

THE OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO THE MOUNTING economic problems
and political discontent in "Nigeria shows litUe evidence. of any
intention of instituting far-reaching reforms. There' is not even a
long-term policy for shoring up and consolidating the po~ititln of
the political elite. The "rededication budget" of 1965 notably
fails to. tackle the question of income redistribution. .It is likely to
bear ~mps.t.heavi~y"on the .low-income urban groups and it provides
neither ~ufficiei1t -additional revenue nor 'adequa'te import deterrents
to encourage the new Plan.

The recent inquiry into the " disturbances" in the Tiv areas
(where a refusal to accept loca.! government auth()rities ..had .led to
de facto self I11le) concluded that the Tiv would reject and resist
any solutions imposed 'by force. They might, however, be persuaded'
by logical arguments to accept proposals that were in 'their own
interest. The inquiry recommended that the local authorities' be
recreated with some minor faceliftings. It also recommended a ban
on partisan political activity, presumably becau~e the rational argu
ments of the United Middle Belt Congress has consistently .won
the support of over 90% of the Tiv. .,

The 1964 Progress Report on the Development Plan displays a
basic dichotomy. Possibly this represents the civil' servant's
o\\"n analysis or their instructions to report "success ". On almost
every major aspect, from physical. progress to allocation and financ
ing, the Report ·reveals intrinsi~ failings .and "sound reasons for
expecting them to continue or worsen. With an optimism worthy
of Candide it sugarcoats each with a set of rationalisations, thereby
blunting its serviceability to outside critics. The rationalisations
are equally destructive of its impact· in spotlighting the need for
priority attention to reformulating and implementing development
policy.

In Western Nigeria, N.N'.D.P. officials prefer to travel in' certain
"less enthusiastic" areas escorted by truckloads of armed party
" guards". Last summer, a party of these convoying Deputy
Premier Fanyi-Kayode attacked the flying squad of the Nigerian
Federal Police (Western section) sent out in response- to reports of
violence. Both the Western Regional government. and the cou'rts
severely reprimanded the police for daring to halt three truckloads
of these armed thugs in order to make inquiries inter alia about
the presence of an unexplained corpse. The police were forced to
apologise and to give promises of future" good behaviour."

The crisis of national confidence and self respect has deepened
rapidly over the past eighteen months. Nigeria's press is full of
loud and even desperate \-vords about the loss of the confident self.
respect with which the press had greeted Nigeria's nationhood in
1960. The most telling-and popular-of Soyinka's sketches is a
Nigerian version of " The Vicar of Bray" with a range of " estab
lishment" figures. One, dressed as a high court judge, carols his

DR. R. H. GREEN now of the East African Institute for Social
Research, Makerere University College, Kampala, has visited
and travelled in Nigeria on four occasions during 1960-1965
while with Yale University and University of Ghana Departments
of Economics. The first part of this article was published in the
August issue.

cO,mment on recent politic'l.l.trials: "The m~n.were doomed from.,
the start. So why· should I' give a judicial f . . . . . for the rape of
our constitution? "

The most shattering blow~_ to. self-respect h"ve come -in foreign
policy. In 1960 Jaja Wachuku Iwas a ~orceful, if perhaps .rather,·
wild, critic of foreign intervention in the Congo and especially of.
Union Miniere's "Tshombistan". In December 1964, Wachuku
with equal. fervour, cham;pi~ned the, Sta,nleyville;. " mercy " 'op~ra-' ,
tion including the ma~s ~illings run by Surete .Chief Nendako ,as
well as defending DIthless mercenaries. Since then Nigeriap foreign
policy_ has become a cac<?phony of discordant vp~ces:· with. a ten- ,
dency to drift towards' th~leade~ship of Abidjan and President
Felix Houphouet-Boigny, France's· de facto Minister of State for
African Affairs. Tl;1is trend 'was only halted in regard to the Abidjan .
attempt t~ organise a boycott of the c~ming .O.A.U. Accra summit
by the vehement personal intervention of .President J\zikiwe. , ,

To sketch the economic crisis apd the social and politica~ system,
from 'which it springs is easier than to predict what Will happen.
The crisis will probably deepen and be patched over with shoddy,.
short run expedients. Both the' Nigerians and the foreign observers
seem overcome by a feeling.of gloom and helplessne'ss. . .,.'

Concern, insight and anger exist in good measure. Amongst~he'

grimly determined young intellectuals, who provicie D;l0st of the
drive in the Action Group, and the voters of the sul(en Northem
city of Ilorin, who ignored political threats and. elected an inde
pendent in preference to a Federal, Minister, profound discontent
with the present and the desire for radical change exist. What is
lacking is any vision of practicable means for effecting radical
changes, or any coherent strategy. ,

The general strike, the UGPA boycott, the "'solution" to the
subsequent constitutional crisis, all highlight the absence of any co
ordinated plan for radical socio~political changes, either by negotia
tion from strength or by revolution. They also reveal a hopeless
faith in the usefulness of ad hoc negotiations on specifics and .a
tendency to compromise with the establishment in a ·way which
leaves the latter's power intact and throws popular suspicion on the
radicals who accept the sops-i.e. jobs-offered. Indeed the chief
weapon of the Northern People's Congress at the Federal level
has been the systematic creation of differences among,· and compro
mising offers for, its opponents.

In the North it can, and does, rule by repression. In the South
it cannot and must ensure that its opponents fail to turn their dis-'
satisfaction and contempt for a Federal government, which is no-t
feared, into an effective force' for radical change. Sir Ahmadu
Bello and his lieutenants are deeply conservative and authoritarian,
but their appearance of feudal anachronism masks the shrewdest,
most cynically realistic and ruthlessly effective political operators,
in Nigeria. No Southern· politician has proved a match for them
because the N.P.C., unlike the Southerners, has planned ahead and"
played to win, either by manipulating players-as in the creation
of .t\vo "coalition" governmcnts-or by changing the rules.

IT IS NOT ONLY the N.P.C. 'and the compromised, divided officials
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who lack a coherent; long term strategy. Intellectuals and trade
unionists are no more united or clear ,about what they want., The
tiny, noisy parties of the far left have slogans of beguiling simpli
city: "Neo-colonialism is the root of all evil", (( ,We are not truly
independent"~ Unfortunately, these tend to divert attention and
serve as rationalisations of failure. '

Certainly, :Nigeria's political chiss,'is :closely linked "With 'foreign
economic interests and is" hecoming increasingly attuned to Ameri
can, British, and French views in its foreign policy -and, in domestic
affairs, concerned with the creation of opportUnities for' private
gain, for foreigners as well as Nigerians, even at the expense of
public welfare. However, foreign- " teleguiding " is too'simple and
misleading an explanation. Today; Nigerian rulers act on what they
see as' their own interests. Given their links with foreign interests
-and their careful colonial tutelage- as a "safe " successor elite
it is not surprising that 'Nigerian ideology; foreign 'and domestic
policy seem more Western than African~

Neo-colonialism, in "the sense of economic dominance and ideo
logical and political influence on key issues, is a real problem in
all African states. The first condition for facing it must surely be
government by men whose interests and sympathies are in tune
with those of the vast majority of tne population. The problem
will not be solved by launching denunciations and attacks on indi
vidual foreign interests and countries.

The sense of depression, amo'ngst those concerned with Nigeria's
future is only' intensified by contrasting what "might be" with
what is. Nigeria isa land of great but unfulfilled potential and
promise.

Many African states are hopelessly tiny and desperately short of
natural resources. Nigeria has an impressive array of resources, a
not inconsiderable infrastructure, 'substantial sources of domestic
revenue, and a national market' which could sustain a far bolder
development policy than the present Plan, much less the present
policy, envisages. ,

Trained, ~nd able men are' scarce everywhere in Africa, but
Nigeria's skilled manpower 'resources are by no means negligible.
The University of Ibadan, for example, has not one but five able
Nigerian economists. Nigeria's best civil servants are outstanding
by any standards (e.g. Chief Adebo's performance at the United
Nations; and Amos Adelola's as Acting Secretary General of the
O.A.U.'s Research and Scientific 'Commission). Nigerian journal
ists are at times quite outstanding.' In the political sphere, Premier
Michael Okpara of the East and Premier Dennis Osadebey of the
Midwest display integrity, determination and vision, despite the_
hampering nature of the system they operate' in. The radical intel
lectuals of the Action Group, such as Sam Aluko, and the many
civil servants and university faculty members who are deeply con
cerned -but politically alienated would be capable of providing
ideas and dynamism, if the opportunity arose'.

Whether it will is another Inatter. Today 'there are feu' signs of
serious reform or revolution. Deepening econo1nic misery f014 the
~'ast majonety and an increasingly shaky surface prosperity for the
political class is the most reasonable prognostication. Nigeria's
crisis is not basically economic; it is the result of socio-political
bankruptcy and it cannot be solved by the present wielders of
political power)' who are, the beneficiaries of the system. e

THREE CROWNS ,~OOKS

The Road
WQlE SOYINKA

First produced 'by Stage Sixty at Theatre, Royal, Stratford East~ in
September 1965, as part~f the Commonwealth Arts Festival.,

This play is set in a Nigerian city, in a broken-down shack alongside a
church. The shack is the meeting place of drivers and drivers' touts, and to
it also'co'mes the 'Profe~sor',an ex-:lay preacher who embezzted church
funds,'was discovered and expelled~The 'Professor' is' afigure of undefined
authority among the layabouts; attended by a shadow servant,. he ,forges
licences, advises the drivers aboutthei,r personal problems and spends his
energies seeking for the ·Word'. Although the smell of death scents the
whole play, it contains ~any scenes that demonstrate Soyinka's great gift
for comic dialogue,. Paper 6s 6d net -

Three Plays: Song of a goat
The Masq uerade, The Raft
JOHN PEPPER C~ARK

These plays by the Nigerian playwright are set in the Delta region, and are
written in verse. Song, of a Goat and The Masquerade were produced
at the Scala_ Theatre~London, by The Eastern Nigeria Theatre
Group, as part of the ,Commonwealth Arts Festival of 1965. Paper
7s 6d net

Rhythm of Violence
L. NKOSI

This is a three-act play set in this decade in Johannesburg. It deals in dra
matic terms with the clash personally and ideologically, between white and
black, and with some of the problems of non-racial co-operation. Paper 5s
net

Dear Parent and ',Og re
R. SARIF ,EASMON

This is a play about conHicts, not between black and white, but between the
old generation and the-young, between traditional class distinction and
modern cla'sslessne$s. It won first prize in the Sierra Leone Independence
Drama Competition in 1961. Paper 5s net

Sons and Daughters
J. C. DE GRAFT

The author is director of Ghana Drama Studio. He was-for a time a lecturer
atthe old Kumasi College of Technology. He has written several plays, a
number of which have been publicly performed in Accra. The play deals
with family life and the tensions that resultfrom the clash of two different
generations. Paper 4s 6d net
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COMMONWEALTH TO MOST PEOPLE means a photograph 0

black and white politicians in evening dress surrounding a
tiara'd Queen. Nothing to do with life. In South Africa at
least, nothing to do with the aspirations of the people. What
could it have to do with literature?
.. In his discussion with Lewis Nkosi, Dan 1~cobson suggests

that Commonwealth writers have "the sense of being in
volved in some way in a common effort". Something about
their writing is not only English, Australian or Zambian.
Something about it is not American. They are addressing a
shared audience. They are able to draw on a tradition or
walk away from it - but" it is there.

T his tradition is not only for the electors of those prime
ministers who annually get photographed with the Queen. It
has little to do with that political "club" from which Dr.
Verwoerd was asked to resign. As inheritors of the tradition,
in this supplement of African writing and the arts are South
Africans like Gordimer, Jacobson, Nkosi, La Guma, Mpha
hlele, Breytenbach. The place of South African u1riting in a
contribution to a Commonwealth Arts Festival is admitted
even by the official Festival programme, which presents poets
"from Thomas Pringle to F. T. Prince" or " Roy Camp
bell to N. H. Brettel", discreetly omitting to mention that
they are South Africans or, in BretteZ's case, Rhodesian.
They are part of the literature of the Commonwealth and we
are glad to have extended South Africa's contribution, even
though the country itself is rightly excluded.

THE WRITERS IN OUR SUPPLEMENT stretch from the South
Africans to Barry Reckord (from the Caribbean) Gerald
Moore (Britain and Uganda) and Dennis Duerden. Together
they show something of Africa and its arts, 'written front the
point of view of that" common effort".

Let us accept that there is no particular axis from Peggy
Harper on the dance to La Guma's story of Cape bar-flies.

nyway, most performers in the Festival belong togethet
only in the vaguest political way. Yet some of our writing
does have a common note, the inevitable one of resentment
at things present and past. It is in Nadine Gordimer's story
Gerald Moore's review, Ezekiel Mphahlele on the Americans:
Arthur Maimane on film. Peggy Harper, Dennis Duerden.
Alex la Guma and Lewis Nkosi touch on it too. It does not
mar the work but there are more positive themes. Perhaps
when there are Commonwealth writers to whom independ
ence means as little as Commonwealth does to the presenr
generation, this note will fade, or at any rate lose its political
echoes. It will, Df course, stay on in their writings in nzan)
other forms until this century of the colour-line is well past.

The zvriters of CommonvJealth or Anglophonic Africa wit
still have s01nething in common, and it will be strengthenec'
by the withering of the imperial memory they share todav
Their "English expression" is part of it, as is their right
to draw on or walk away from a tradition that is nevertheles.r:
there.

AMERiCAN BOOKS ON
AFRICA '"

Nigeri~.~ Background to National~sm
JAMES s. COLEMAN
A masterly treatnlent of Nigerian history frOll1 the
beginning ~f British ~ule to the constitutional cunfer
ence of 1957. 'Dr Coleman has succeeded ,-idnlirdbl-j ...
in untangling the various threads.' J\'ew Slales·~}!(l/l.
University.oj' California Press. 80s. ne!

Federal Government in Nlgeria
EME o. ·AWA
A complete description of how government works in
Nigeria, covering historical development, present-day
Federal organization, regional governrnent ar.d the
problems of the future. University of California Press.

64s. net

Political Awakening in the
Belgian Congo
RENE LEMARCHAND
A reliable guide to the political situation in the Congo.
The author describes the pre-colonial past, the impact
of Belgian colonial rule and the cultural influences of
the West, all of which he relates to the present situation.
University of California Press. 64s. net

The Cameroons from Mandate
to Independence
VICTOR T. LE VINE
The Cameroons has been a colony of Germany, a
mandate of Britain and France and then a UN Trust
Territory. This account of its history presents a special
view of nationalism developing under very varied
circumstances. University 0.( California Press. 60s. net

Political Parties and National
Integration in Tropical Africa
EDITORS: J. S. COLEMAN &
C. G. ROSBERG JR.
16 essays which examine problems of integration and
tendencies towards one-party political systems in
twelve newly independent African states. Unil'ersily of
California Press. 80s. net

U.K. prices shown

Agents: CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS



NADINE GORDIMER

INKALAMU'S
PLACE

INKALAMU WILLIAMSON'S }IOUSE is sinking and
I don't suppose it will last out the next few rainy
seasons. The. red lilies still bloom as if there
were somebody there. The house was .one of
the wonders of our childhood and when I went
back to the territory last month for the indepen
dence celebrations I thought that on my way to
the bauxite mines 1'd turn off the main road to
look for it. Like our farm, it was miles from
anywhere when I was a child,_ but now it's only
an hour or two away from the new capital. 1
was a member of a United Nations demographic
commission ... (cho~en to accompany them, I sup
pose, because of myoid connection with. the
territory) and I left the big hotel after ,.breakfast.
The Peking delegation, who never spoke to any
of us and never went about singly, came down
with me in tre lift. You could stare at them
minutely, each in turn, neither ,they nor you
were embarrassed." I walked through the cocktail
terrace where the tiny flags of the nations stood
on the tables from last nighfs reception, and
drove myself out along the all-\veather road
where you can safely do eighty and drive straight
on, no doubt,: until you come out at the top of
the continent-I only, think of these things this
way now; when I grew up here, this roa~ didn't
go anywhere else but home. .

I had expected that a lot of the forest would
have been cut down, but once outside the
municipal boundary of the capital, it was just
the same as always. There were no animals and
few· people. How secretly Africa is populated;
when I got out of the car to drink coffee from
my flask, I wanted to shout: Anybody there?
The earth was neatly spaded back from the
margins of the tar. I. walked a few steps into
the· sunny forest, and my shoes exploded twigs
and dry leaves like a plunderer. You must not
start watching the big,· egg-timer bodied ants:
whole afternoons used to go, like that.

The new t9rred road cuts off some of the
bends of the old one, and when I got near the
river I began to think 1'd overshot the turn.-off
to Inkalamu's place. But no. There it was, the
long avenue of jacarandas plunging into the hilly
valley, -made' unfamiliar because of a clearing
beside the main road and a cottage and little
store ,that never used to be. there. A store built
of concrete blocks, with iron ,bars on the
wi'ndows, and a verandah: the kind of thing
that the Africans, who used to have to do their
buying from ILdians and white people, are be
ginning to go in f9r in the territory, now. The
big mango tree was - still there-a home-made
sign was nailed to it: ·Kwacha Beer All Brands
Cigarettes. T'here \vere hens, and someone whose
bicycle seemed to, have collapsed, on its side in
the heat. I said to him, "Can I go up to the
house? "

He came over holding his h<ead to one
shoulder, squinting against the flies.

" Is it all right? "

N A D (N EGO R D I MER was awarded the"7. H. Smith Prize for her book of short
stories, Friday's Footprint. Her· rnost recent
'Work, another collection, Not for Publication.

He shook his head.
", Does someone live in the house" the big

house? "
" Is nobody."
" I can go up and look ? "
" You can go."

•
MOST OF THE GRAVEL was gone off, the drive.
T'here was .just a hump in the middle that
scraped along the underside of the low American
car. The jacarandas were enormo~s; it was not
their blooming time.' It was said that Inkalamu
Williamson had built this < mile-and-a-half long
avenue, to his 'house after the style of the
carriageway in his family estate in Eng.land; but
it was rpore likely that, in the elevation of their
social status that used to go on in people's minds
when they came out to the colonies, his memory
of that road tu the great house \v.as the village
boy's game, of' imagining himself the owner as
he trudged up on an errand. Inkalamu's style
was that of the poor boy who has found himself
the situation in which he can play at being the
lordly eccentric, far from aristocrats who
-..vouldn't so much as know he existed, and the
jeers of his own kind.

I saw this now; I 'saw everything, now, as it
had always been, and not as it had seemed to us
in the time \\:hen we were children. As I came
in sight of the shrubbery in front of the house,
I saw that t.he red amaryllis, because they were
indigenous anyway, continued to bloom without
care or cultivation. Everything else was blurred
with overgrowth. And there was the house itself;
sagging under its own "Neight, the thatch over
the dormer windows sliding toward the long
grass it came from. I felt no nostalgia, only
recognition. '

It "vas a red mud house, as all our houses
were then, in the early thirties, but Inkalamu
had rather grandly defied the limitations of mud
by building it three storeys tall, a sandcastle
reproduction of. a large, calendar-picture English
country house, with steep thatch curving and a
wide chimney at either end, and a flight of steps
up to a portico. Everyone had said it would
fall down on his head; it had .lasted thirty,years.
His mango and orange trees crowded in upon
it from the $ides of the valley. There was the
profound silence of a deserted man-made place
-the silence of absence.

I tried to walk a little way into the mango
grove, but -year after year the crop must have
been left to fall and rot,and between the rows
of old trees hundreds of· spindly saplings had
grown up from seed, making a dark wood. I
hadn't thought of going into the house, but
walked round it to look for the view down the
valley to the mountains that was on the other
side; the rains had washed a ,moat at the foot
of the eroded walls and· I had to steady myself
by holding on to the rusty elbows of plumbing

that stuck· out. -The house was intimately close
to me, -like a body. 'The' lop-sided wooden
windows on the, ground floor with their tin panes,
the windows of the second floor with their panes
of wire mesh, hung 'half-ope~ like' the mouths of
old people ,asleep. I found I could not get all
the way round because the bush on the valley
side ha,d grown right tn the walls, and instead I.
tried to pull myself up and look in. Both the
mud and 'wattle gave way under my feet, the
earth mixture crumbling and the supporting
structure-branches of trees neither straightened
nor dressed-that it had plastered, collapsing,
hollowed· by ants. The house had not fallen
on Inkalamu and his black children (as .the
settlers had pre4icted) but I felt I might pull it
down upon n3yself. Wasps hovered at my mouth
and eyes: as if they, too, 'wanted to look inside.
Inkalamu's house, that coulq have housed at
least ten people, was not enough for ~em.

At the front agaip., I went up the, steps where
we used to, ~it scratching noughts and crosses
while, my father wasin the house. Not that our
families had been friends; only, the children,
which didn't count-my father and nlother were
white, my father a -tnember of the Legislative
Assembly, and. Inkalamu's wives were native
women. Sometimes my ,father would pay a call
on Inkalamu, in the way of business (Inkalamu,
as well as b~ing' a trader and hunter-the
Africans had given him the name Inkalamu,
"the, lion "-was a' big land-owner, once) but
my mother never. accompanied him. ,When my
brothers and I came by ourselves, Inkalamu's
children never took us into the hou,se, it didn't
seem to be their home in the -way that our small
farmhouse \vas our home, and perhaps their
father. didn't know that we came sometimes, on
our own, to rlay, any more than our mother and
father knew we, secretly went there. But when
,ve were with my father-there was a special
attraction about going to that house openly, with
him-we were always called in, after, business
was concluded, by Inkalamu Williamson, their
white father, with his lop.g yellow curly hair
on to his shoulders, like Jesus, and his sun-red
chest and belly folded one upon the other and
visible through his unbuttoned shirt. He gave
us sweets \vhile those ·of his own' children who
had slipped inside stood in the background. We
did. riot feel a\vkward, eating in front of them,
for they, were all shades of brown and yellow
brown, quite different from Inkalamu and my
father and us.

Someone h:ad tied the two, handles of the
double front door with a piece of dirty rag· to
prevent it from swinging open, but I looped the
rag off with a stick, and it was easy to push the
door and go in. The place was not quite empty.
A carpenter's bench with,· a vice stood in the
hall, some shelves had been wrenched from the
wall and stood on the floor, through the archway
into the sitting-room I saw a chair and papers.
At first I thought someone might still be .living
there. It was dim inside 'and smelled of earth,
as always. But when my eyes got accustomed, to
the dark I saw that ·the parts of the vice were
welded together in· rust and a frayed strip was
all that was left 'on the rexine upholstery of the
chair. Bat and mouse droppings carpeted the
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floor. Piles of books looked as if they had been
dumped temporarily during a spring-cleaning;
when I opened one the pages were webbed to
gether by mould and the fine granules of red
earth brought by the ants.

The Tale of a Tub. Mr. Perrin and Mr.
Traill. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Little
old red Everymans, mixed up with numbers of
The Farmer's Weekly and Titbits. This room
with its crooked alcoves moulded out of mud
and painted pink and green, and its pillars worm
tracked with mauve and blue by someone who
had never seen marble to suggest marble to
people who did not know what it was-it had
never looked habitable. Inkalamu's roll-top
desk, stuffed like a pigeon-loft with accounts
ready to take off in any draught, used to stand
on one of the uneven-boarded landings that took
up more <;pace than the dingy coops of rooms.
Here in the sittingroom he would perfonn for
malities like the distribution of sweets to us
children. I don't think a'nyone had ever actually
sat between the potted ferns and read before a
real fire in that fireplace. The whole house,
inside, had been curiously uninhabitable; it
looked almost the real thing, but within it was
not the Englishman's castle but a naive artifact,
an African mud-and-wattle dream-like the VC
10 made of mealie stalks that a small African
boy was hawking round the airport when I
arrived the previous week.

A grille of light gleamed through the boards
over my head. When Inkalamu went upstairs to
fetch something, his big boots would send red
sand down those spaces between the boards. He
was always dressed in character, with leather
leggings, and the cloudy-faced old watch on his
huge round wrist held by a strap of snakeskin.
I went back into the hall and had a look at the
stairs. They seemed all right, except for a few
missing steps. The banisters made of the hand
rails of an old tram-car were still there, and as
I climbed flakes of the aluminium paint that
had once covered them stuck to my palms. I
had forgotten how ugly the house was upstairs,
but I suppose I hadn't been up very often; it
was never clear whether Inkalamu's children
actually lived in the house with him or slept
down at the kraal with their mothers. I think
his favourite daughters lived with him sometimes
-anyway, they wore shoes, and used to have
ribbons for their hair, rather pretty hair, reddish
dun and curly as bubbles; I hadn't understood
when I was about six and my brothers rolled on
the floor giggling when I remarked that I wished
I had hair like the Williamson girls. But I soon
grew old enough to understand, and I used to
recount the ~tory and giggle, too.

The upstairs rooms were murmurous with
wasps and the little windows were high as those
of a prison-cell. How good that it was all being
taken apart by insects, washed away by the rain,
disappearing into the earth, carried away and
digested, fragmented to compost. I was glad
that Inkalamu's children were free of it, that
none of them were left here in this house of
that" character" of the territory, the old Africa
hand whose pioneering spirit had kept their
mothers down in the compound and allowed the
children into the house like pets. I was glad

that the school where they weren't admitted when
we were going to school was open to their
children, and our settlers' club that they could
never have joined was closed, and that if I met
them now they would understand as I did that
when I was the child who stood and ate sweets
under their eyes, both they and I were what our
fathers, theirs anj mine, had made of us. . . .
And here I was in Inkalamu Williamson's
famous bathroom, the mark of his civilisation,
and the marvel of the district because those very
pipes sticking out of the outside walls that I had
clung to represented a feat of plumbing. The
lavatory pan had been taken away but the little
tank with its tail of chain was still on the wall,
bearing green tears of verdigris. ·No one had
bothered to throw his medicines away. He must
have had a year or two of decline before he
died, there must have been an end to the
swaggering and the toughness and the hunting
trips 'and the strength of ten men: medicines had
been dispensed from afar, they bore the moulder
ing labels of pharmacists in towns thousands of
miles away-Mr. Williamson, the mixture; the
pills; three times a day; when necessary; for
pain. I was glad that the Williamsons were rid
of their white father, and could live. Suddenly,
I beat on (;ne of the swollen windows with my
fist and it flung open.

The sight there, the silence of it, smoking
heat, was a hand laid to quiet me. Right up to
the house the bush had come, the thorn trees
furry with yellow blossom, the overlapping
umbrellas of rose, plum and green msasa, the
shouldering n12hogany with castanet pods, and
far up on either side, withdrawn, moon
mountainous, the granite peaks, lichen-spattered
as if the rGC perched there and left its droppings.
The exaltation of emptiness was taken into my
lungs. I opened my mouth and received it. Good
God, that valley !

And yet I did not stand there long. I went
down the broken stairs and out of the house,
leaving the window hanging like the page of an
open book, adding my destruction to all the
others just as careless that were bringing the
house to the ground; more rain would come in,
more swifts and bats to nest. But it is the ants
who bring the grave to the house, in the end.
As I pushed the swollen front doors roughly
closed ·behind me I saw them, in their moving
chair,. _rom life to death, carrying in the grains
of red earth that will cover it.

They were black, with bodies the shapes of
egg-timers. I looked up from them, guilty at
waste of time, when I felt someone watching me.
In the drive there wa s a young man without
shoes, his hands arranged as if he had an
imaginary hat in them. I said good morning in
the language of the country, it suddenly came to
my mouth, and he asked me for work. Standing
on the steps before the Williamsons' house, I
laughed : "I don't live here. It's empty."

"I have been one years without a work," he
said mouthingly in English, perhaps as a demon
stration of an additional qualification.

I said, " I'm sorry. I live very far from here."
" I am cooking and garden too," he said.
Then we did not know what to say to each

other. I went to the car and gave him two

shillings out of my bag and he did something I
hadn't seen since I was a child, and one of
Inkalamu's servants used to take something from
him-he went on his knees, clapped once, and
made a bowl of his hands to receive the money.

•
I BUMPED AND ROCKED down the drive from that
house that I should never see again, whose
instant in time was already forgotten, re-named,
like the public buildings and streets of the
territory-it didn't matter how they did it. I
only hoped that the old man had left plenty of
money for those children of his, J oyce, Bessie-
what were the other ones' names ?-to enjoy
now that they were citizens of their mothers'
country. At the junction with the main road
the bicycle on its side and the man were still
there, and a woman was standing on the veran
dah of the store with a little girl. I thought she
might have something to do with the people who
owned the land, now, and that I ought to make
some sort of acknowledgment for having entered
the property, s 'j I greeted her through the car
window, and she said, "Was the road very
bad? "

"Thank you, no. Thank you very much."
" Usually people walks up when they come,

now. I'm afraid to let them take the cars. And
when it's been raining ! "

She had come down to the car with the smile
of someone for whom the historic ruin is simply
a place to hang the washing. She was youn~

Portuguese, or perhaps Indian, with piled curls
of dull hair and large black eyes, inflamed and
watering. She wore tarnished gilt earings and a
peacock brooch, but her feet swished across the
sand in felt slippers. The child had sore eyes,
too; the flies were at her.

" Did you buy the place, then ? " I said.
"It's my father's" she said, "he died about

seven years ago."
" Joyce " I said. "It's J oyce ! "
She laughed like a child made to stand up

in class. "I'm Nonny, the baby. Joyce is th(
next one, the one before."

N onny. I used to push her round on m~
bicycle, her little legs hanging from the knee
over the handlebars. I told her who I was, read)
to exchange family news. But of course ou]
families had never been friends. She had neve]
been in our house. So I said, "I couldn't gc
past without going to see if Inkalamu William·
son's house was still there."

"Oh yes," she said. "Quite often peopl!
comes to look at the house. But it's in a terribIl
mess."

"And the others? J oyce, and Bessie, anc
Roger- ? "

They were in this town or that; she was no
even sure 'which, in the case of -some of them.

"Well, that's good," I said. "It's differen
here now, there's so much to do, in the territory.:
I t01q her I had been at the independence cele
brations; I ~l,?as conscious, with a stab of satis
faction at the past, that we could share now a
we had never been able to.

" That's nice," she said.
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"-And you're still here. The only one of
us still here! Is it a long time since it was
lived in ?" The house was there, out of sight,
behind us.

" My mother and I was there till-how long
now~five years ago,"-she was smiling and
holding up her hand' to keep' the light from
hurting her eyes-" but what can a person do
there, it's so far from the road. So I started this
little place." Her smile' took m'e into the con
fidence of the empty road, the hot morning, the '
single customer \vith his bicycle. "Well, I must
try. What Clin you do ? "

I asked, "And the other farms, I remember
the big tobacco farm on the other side of the
river? "

" Oh that, that vias gone long before he died.
I don't know \vhat happened to the farms. We
found out he didn't have them any more, he must
have sold them, I don't know ... or what. He
left the brothers a tobacco farm-you know, the
tV/O older brothers, not from my mother, from
the second mother-but it came out the bank
had it already. I don't know. !vly father never
talk to us about these business things, you
kno\v."

" But you've got this farm.') We were of the
neoN' generation, she and 1. "You could sell it,
I'm sure. Land values are going to rise again.
They're prospecting all over this area betvleen

the bauxite mines and the capital. Sell it and
well, do--you could go where you like."

"It's just the house. From the house to the
road. Just this little bit" she said, and laughed.
" The rest \vas sold before he died. It's just the
house, that he left to my mother. But you got
to live, I mean."

I said warmly, "The same with my father !
Our fann was ten thousand acres. And there
vIas more up at Lebishe. If he'd have hung on
to Lebishe alone we'd have nlade a fortune when
the platinum deposits were found."

But of course it \vas not quite the same. She
said sympathetically, "Really ! " to me with my
university-modulated voice. We were smiling at
each other, cne on either side of the window of
the big American car.. The child, with bows in

,its hair, hung on to her hand; the flies bothered
its small face.

" You couldn't make some sort of hotel, I
suppose." "

" It's in a mess," she said, assuming the tone
of a flighty, apologetic housewife. "I built this
little place hEre for us and we just left it. It's
so much rubbish there still."

" Yes, and the books. All those books. The
ants are eating them." I smiled at the little girl
as people vJithout children of their own do.
Behind, there was the store, and the cottage like
the backyard quarters provided for servants in

white houses. "Doesn't anyone want the
books? "

"We don't know what to do with them. We
just left them. Such a lot of books my father
collected up." After all, I knew her father's
e~centricities.

"And the n1ission school at Balondi's been
taken over a~d made into a pretty good place? "
I seemed to remember that J oyce and one of the
brothers had been there; probably all Inkalamu's
children. It 'was no longer a school meant for
black' children, as it had been in our time. But
she seemed to have only a polite general interest:
" Yes, somebody said something the 'other day."

" You went to school there, didn't you, in the
old days? "

She ,giggled at herself and nl0ved the child's
arm. "I never been away from here."

" Really? Never ! "
"l\'1y father taught me a bit. You'll even see

the schoolbooks among that lot up there. Really."
"Well, I suppose the shop might become

quite a nice thing," I said. ,
She said, " If I could get a licence for brandy,

though. It's only beer, you see. If I could get
a licence for br~ndy . . . I'm telling you, I'd
get th~ men ccming.'~ She giggled.

[conti1lued on p.1 S6

A comprehensive account of the principal social, economic and
political issues facing contemporary Africa. Written by recog
nized authorities on each topic, this book is divided into ten main
sections, covering traditional social structu res, government,
value systems and economic life, dealing with political, econo
mic and social development, the rise of individual nations, and
problems of health, education and industrial growth, and con
cluding with a discussion of Africa's role in the modern world.
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The First
Novel

Gerald Moore

NO LES S REMARKABLE than the balance of this
complex dance which makes up the book's struc
ture is the fullness with which Soyinka has
realised several of his people. Perhaps he was
helped in this by giving to each of them some
aspect of himself. One or two of them, it is
true, are r.o more than foils for the rest to
" stick fiery off indeed." Such is Lasunwon, the
lawyer-politician. And Simi, the "international
courtesan" with her notorious and irresistible
beauty, is a somewhat conventional figure. But
Egbo, Kola, Sagoe, Bandele and Sekoni move
through the book with equal conviction and it
would be hard to say which interests us, or the
author, most. Perhaps Egbo has a slight edge.
Having rejected the spurious solution offered to
him at the opening of the novel, the opportunity
to become the young, enlightened ruler of his

"Well, if I'm to reach the mines by three,
I'd better move," I said.

She kept smiling to please me; I began to
think she didn't remember me at all; why should
she, she had been no bigger than her little
daughter when I used to take her on the handle
bars of my bicycle. But she said, " I'll bring my
mother. She's inside." She turned and the
child turned with her and they went into the
shade of the verandah and into the store. In a
moment they came out with a thin black woman
bent either by age or in greeting-I was not
sur~. She wore a head-cloth and a full long
skirt (If the minutely-patterned· blue-and-white
cotton that used to be in bales on the counter
.of ev,ery store, in my childhood. I got out of the
car and shook hands with her. She clapped and
made an obeisance, never looking at me. She
was very thin with a narrow breast covered by a
shrunken yellow blouse pulled together by a
flower with gaps like those of missing teeth in
its coloured glass corolla. Before the three of
them, I turned to the child rubbing at her eyes
with hands tangled in the tendrils of her hair.
"So you've a daughter of your own now,
Nonny."

She giggled and swung her forward.
I said to the little girl, "What's hurting you,

dear ?-Something wrong with her eyes? "
"Yes. It's all red and sore. Now I've got it

too, but not so bad." .
"It's conjunctivitis," I said. "She's infected

you. You must go to the doctor."
She smiled and s'aid, "I don't know what it

is. She had it two weeks now."
Then we shook hands and I thought: I

mustn't touch my face until I can wash them.
"You're gQing to Kalondwe, to the mine."

The engine .Was running. She stood wilth her
arms across her breasts, the attitude of one who
is left behind.

"Yes, I believe old Dr. Madley's back in· the
territory, he's at the W.H.O. centre there." Dr.
Madley had been the only doctor in the district
when we were all children.

"Oh yes" she said in her exaggeratedly
interested, conversational manner. "He didn't
know my father was dead, you know, he camt
to see him! "

" I'll tell him I've seen you, then."
"Yes, tell him." She made the little girl's

limp fat hand wave goodbye, pulling it away
from her eyes-" Naughty, naughty." I sudden
ly remembered-" What's your name now, by
the way? "; the times were gone when nobody
ever bothered to know the married names of
women who weren't white. And I didn't want
to refer to her as Inkalamu's daughter. Thank
God she was free of him, and the place he and
his kind had made for her. All that ,vas 'dead,
Inkalamu was dead.

She stood twiddling her earrings, bridling,
smiling, her face not embarrassed but warmly
bashful with open culpability, "Oh just Miss
Williamson. Tell him Nanny."

I turned carefully on to the tar, I didn't want
to leave ,vith my dust in their faces. As I
gathered speed I saw in the mirror that she still
had the child by the wrist, waving its hand
tome. •

The Interpreters by Wale Soyinka (Andre town in the Niger creeks, he returns ·to ?is
Deutsch) Foreign Office job in Lagos. We ~ea: n?thmg

of the latter, which is no doubt an IndIcation .of
its importance in his life. Inste.ad we ~eeh~m
move helplessly into a demandIng affa.lr Wlth
Simi which completes his sexual educatIon and
prepares the way for his spiritual one. In a
night of terror spent on the rocks under the
Ogun River railway bridge he allows the presence
of the god to flow through him. But Egbo has
not truly found what he is' seeking until he has
made love and begotten a son in the same spot.
And the girl he chooses is not Simi, who cannot
survive such an encounter, but an unknown

WaLE SOYINKA's NOVEL will surprise his ad- student who presents herself, anonymously and
mirers. Not only has he moved into this new almost dumbly, on the appointed day.
medium with authority; he has written the first Water is' the element which challenges Egbo's
African novel that has a texture of real com- 'being most deeply. He has known this ever
plexity and depth. By comparison with it I11;0st of since the treacherous current of the cre~ks
the others· undeniably take on the look of s~ple, claimed his father and mother but threw hIm
rather one-track moral fables or, as in the case back into ljfe and air. He knew it again in
of Cyprian Ekwensi, mere episodic e!1tertain- boyhood when he used to lie b~side the.Oshun
ments. Soyinka has dramatically raIsed the River in the grove at Oshogbo and gaze fito the
bidding. From now on we shall expect more of slowly moving stream? or further. up at. the
African novelists. And, let us hope, the l.ast bridge, watch the sunltt water pounng over the
strains of amazed patronage and condescendIng stones:
kindliness \vill disappear from the literary "There was depth also· in that turbulence, at
criticism they. get. least I felt down into darkness· from an un-

The Interpreters is, at one level, an explo.r~- fettered sky. It was so different from. the
tion of the lives and relationships of a small grove where depth swamped me; at the bndge
group of friends living more or less professional it was elusive, you had to pierce it, arrowed
lives on the perilous and bumpy axis of Ibadan- like a bird."
Lagos. It is also a mercile.ss ~atire upon.t~e For in. the en~ it is for the bridge itself,
social pretensions of the Nlgenan bourgeoISIe. rather than the brIdged element,. that all of t~~
And it is a series of lonely, separate accounts are seeking. Egbo's fate finds hlID out a,s he bes
of each man's search for the roots of his own heaving upon the body of the strange girl at
living, sometimes assisted, .sometimes distracted Ilugun while the Lagos trains. thunder ove!-"head.
by the demands of friendshIp and love. For the The doomed, tormented engIneer Sekonl who
interpreters of the title are Soyinka's little band once stammered:
of friends each seeking to interpret and express "The bridge is the dome of religion and bridges
in himself a portion of the gods' mysterious will. don't just go from here to there; a bridge also
There is a continual and exciting interplay faces backwards"
between the demands of this quest and the meets his death while driving too hard at a
social occasions in which their paths continually bridge. And Kola the artist, who ha's been
cross and recross. Thus a man may finally searching throughout the novel for a model who
discover himself amid the trodden sandwiches will stand in his great canvas and unite its many
and powdered sweat of a garden party. Thus figures into a single vision, finds him at last in
Monica and K.ola discover each other, in one Lazarus, the albino evangelist, "the bridge of
of Soyinka's funniest scenes, amid the frozen moonbeam, piercing sky and earth, slight as a
social acres of the Professor's party. ghost and \veary as the resurrection." Even the

cynical Sagoe, who offers only an obsession with
ordure as his theory of life, finds his bridge in
the hard, loving body of Dehinwa. While Ban
dele, the quiet subtle man who never breaks his
communications with anyone, seems to find his
fulfilment in guiding the others towards theirs.

Such meanings lie somewhere beneath the
surface of a novel which is full of wit, biting
observation, humour, incident and variety. Set
out like this they may appear lugubrious, but
there is nothing lugubrious about their busy,
flushed interpreters. Soyinka himself defines the
book in a single line when he says of Egbo :
" Mentally he surrendered the effort of unravel
ling blood-skeins and was left only. with their
tyrannous energies." For the bridge they all seek
is essentially one uniting the living and the
dead, through which these tyrannous energies
may flow. "



" EVERY AFRICAN CAN DANCE" is one of the more irritating popular
cliches about Africa. But like many emotional generalisations it is
based on the intuition of a reality at a different level. Dance is a
prilnary art in Africa, it is central to ritual, ceremony and enter
tainment and is an accepted part of life at all levels of society. This
is not the case in Europe. When Martha Graham \von an inter
national award as one of the great creative choreographers of the
century she received half the award, for dance in Europe is regarded
as not completely respectable nor given the same status as literature
or sculpture.

In traditional African societies I have found a serious concern,
not only with the content, but with the form and technical skill of
dance performance, whereas a piece of sculpture is valued for its
function in a particular context and there is little concern for its
aesthetic qualities as such.

Dance is regarded as a necessary and important activity. 1\
Shango priest of Western Nigeria often starts his vocation at the
age of ten or twelve years and his dance is inseparable frol)1 his
ritual life. He is usually a dancer of outstanding ability and his
performance uses a technical mastery of movement with a delicacy
of precision and a ,veaIth of dramatic quality I have seldom seen
equalled on any stage. But his dance functions as a vital part of a
religious ritual and it cannot be transferred to a modem stage.

This transference has been attempted in various ways \vith
different types of traditional dance, usually with abysmal results.
In some cases the dancers have been taken out of their social setting
and required to repeat the dance as a purely theatrical performance.
Invariably it loses its original qualities for a sham theatricality· all
too familiar in companies of traditional dancers which tour Europe
and America. In other cases young theatrical performers are taught
the movement of a traditional dance and perform it as an imitation
of the original. Again, the essential elements vvhich motivated the
dance are missing and the result falls far short of the actual dance:

PEG G YHA R PER, a South African, is a l1zeinber of the
Department of Dance and Drama in the University of Ibadan.
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It is completely out of line with African tradition
to take a dance which has served a social or
religious function and place it on a modern stage
as it stands or shortened ... modern theatre needs
dance works specifically created for it.

at best it becomes little more than a display of physical culture and
at worst the uncontrolled orgiastic performances that pass for
African dance in European night-clubs. These have led to the
misconceptions of African dance as \vild, undisciplined and lacking
in design, whereas precision and strength of form are typical of
good dancing in Africa.

HERE IS A PROBLEM. Most African societies are changing with a
dizzy rapidity. With the introduction of modern industry come
forms of communication and entertainment which have originated
in Europe: radio, television, modern theatre, film, studios and art
galleries. Are they to be filled with exports from Europe or
imitations of European products? How much of what is vital in
traditional culture will survive and in what form? Will these
facilities be used in African terms? What is the role to be played
in art and drama schools and cultural centres which are fast mush
rooming into existence? What techniques should they teach or
encourage? Is there a meeting point between the traditional arts
and the new forms-how can they be related? I would say, by
following the true African tradition.

Traditionally the arts owe their forms to the purpose they fulfil.
Dancing is an expression of a way of life. The people of a com
munity gather to watch, or be part of, an activity which states and
restates their identity. They know the dance and are there to see
it performed as fits the occasion, such as a dance that is staged by a
particular age-group and gives expression and further cohesion to
this type of social organisation. This does not mean that the form
of the dance remains static. When a new purpose for a dance
arises, a new dance is created: as when a new chief of a town in
Mid-Western Nigeria extended his palace and decided that he
needed a dance group to entertain his visitors. If a new element is
introduced into a society the established dance evolves to meet this
need : as, when a new masquerade mask is carved, the dance often
changes to accommodate it. Modem theatre provides a new function
for dance and its related arts. It is completely out of line with
African tradition to take a dance \vhich has served a social or
religion function and place it on a modern stage as it stands, or
shortened in an arbitrary manner to fit in with the needs of a
programme.

A traditional dance as part of a festival usually develops over a
number of hours and a programme of dances over a number of
days. To cut this down to an exact timing is to frustrate the
performance by working against the rhythm in which the performer
gives of his best, so destroying the very nature of the dance. In
modern theatre one of the chief elements of entertainment for the
audience lies in the unexpected : experiencing something unfamiliar
or having a familiar experience illuminated in a new way. This
requires a particular orientation on the part of the performer. He
has an exactly defined time and space and an unfamiliar audience
,vith vvhom to establish contact, these are elements the director must
use and respect in building his \vork. Modern theatre needs dance
\vorks specifically created for it. Ne\v theatre in Africa requires
writers, directors, choreographers and performers who are trained
in, and work specifically for, the theatre: not edited or rehashed
versions of performances designed for a totally different setting.
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To work in this way is to respect, rather than destroy, tradition.

THE SERPENT AND THE CRESCE~JT

'Traces the hi3tory of the "'Jest .6.frican people from early tin~es to
the establishment of European domillation.'--fnternaticnal Affairs.

TI-tE LIGHT CONTINENT
By U. R. Ehrenfels. A. brilliant and compassionate study of East
African society which is large'y m~triiineal,and race tensions in
the area.

Afri Ca/6lmportant Studies

THE EFFICIENT RECORDING of traditional dances -is of immense
value to the choreographer as well as to specialists in the· study of
African culture. Th~ most useful and reliable method of recording
is on film as it shows the actual movements in performance rather
than relying on the observation and analysis of an expert using a
dance notation or any other descriptive technique ,which might not
cover the full range ,of kinaesthetic elements. Film leaves each
observer free to make ·his own analysis or assessme~t of the dance.
But the documentary filming of a traditional dance is essentially of
academic interest. I t is not a ",Tay of preserving the dance in
performance. Dancing cannot be filmed as an art unless it is
redesigned for this medium, which is not possible in a traditional
context. Live dancing is essentially an ephemeral art, change and
development are its nature. To attempt to treat dances as n1useum
pieces in any way is to destroy theIn.

The potentially professio11al perforlners in Nigerian theatre are
young people living in to\vns and cities "There they have no contac1
with the traditional training in the perfOl'lTIing arts. N evertheless~

their talent, particularly for dance and moveIi1ent J far exceeds theil
equivalent in Europe. There is probably lTIOre theatre \vork develop
ing in Nigeria than anywhere else in Africa. There are excellenl
play\vrights, led by Wole Soyinka) \vho ranges fron1 political satire
to ~!orks of imaginative syn1bolism which combine poetry, dance anc
music ,vith fascinating possibilities for visual presentation. Th(
performances of his companies, first the 1960 Masks and no\v tht
Orisun Players are rich in his in1aginative use of m.ovenlcnt anc
dance as ele!l1ents of theatre production.

In Africa there has not been the soecialisation of theatre tech·
niques into separate compartments of.Lballet) Inilne, opera, literar~
theatre and orchestral n1usic. The traditional and new \vorks canT
bine these in an easy relationship. 1-'nere are three fully prof'=-ssiona
so-called folk opera companies touring \\1estern Nigeria, \vho per
forn1 in Yoruba. Dura Ladipo, \vhos~ company is p~rfonTIing a
the Commonwealth Arts Festival in Britain this year, dr2.matise
the history and mythology of the 'x'"oruba people, making inventiv
use of traditional dance, n1usic, costume and poetry in theatrica
ter~ns. Kola Ogunmola combines these eleme;ts ir{ a completeI'
different style, in plays dealing v\'~-ith tragi-comic social siwation
centering round him~elf as an actor and n1ime of rell1arkabl
quality. The University of Ibadan School of Dralna has starte l

\vork o:-! theatrical dance vvith the production of dance dramas. A
enterprising E1usical play Danda adapted by Geoffrey AXVlorth
from Cl novel by Nken1 N\vanlnvo toured r-Jigeria on a travellin
stage e:::.rly this YC::lr. Akin Euba C0111pOS._d excjt.ing ffil!sic for tIles
prod1lctions using traditional instrunlents and thelnes in a ne,v wa'

Every year sees the development of original work and youn
companies \vhich I hope \vill persllade pr01TIoters of J\Jrican theatrt
to think in terms of ne,:'v \vorks in and from Africa, father tha
degrade traditional dancers in unsuitable the2trical performances. 4

patterns which are of the culture. In this way what is traditional
n1akes a vital contrib4tion to new work rather than being artificially
preserved. This work needs artists of vision and imagination with
the technical skill to build new forms. To teach outworn techniques
from other cultures is simply to chitter up a~ open stage with dead
wood.

447 Strand,

London'vV.C.2Asia Pub!ish~ng House,

-rhree by K. Madhu Panik~a~': REVOLUTION IN AFR~CA

Analyses the growth of nationalism a:ld the emergence of nev,",
ijjdepe~,dent states in Africa. A highlight;s the case study of
Guinea as a one-party state.

ANGOLA IN FLAMES
Portuguese coionialism in Ango!a and Mozambique is eX6.rr:1ned in
relation to SOUt'1 Africa and Rhodesia.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN AFRICA
By T. O. Elias, Federal Minister of J~stice, Nigeria. 'A '1a:uable
survey of the historical background and contemporary problems of
politics in Africa'.-Iniernatfonal Review of Sccial History.

AN !NTRODUCTI-ON TO THE AFRICAN ECOr~OrV~Y

By J. C. de Graft..Johnson. 'Based on extensive know!edoe of
African conditio~s!.-BritishBock fJews. v

DANCING IN EUROPE IS lv1AINLY theatrical, there is little folk dancing
\vhich retains vitality or character to compare with its equival~nt

in Africa. The theatrical dance techniques are highly formalised
and there have been attelnpts to use them as a basis for training in
Africa. The forms and techniques of classical ballet evolved from
the rarefied attitudes of court life in the European capitals of the
17th and 18th centuries and bear no relation to the movements of
people living in Africa today. In fact they bear so little relation to
people living in Europe that they urgently need life from other
sources in order to survive.

American contemporary dance O\VCS much of its vitality to basic
movement techniques from .l\.frican and \Vest Indian dancing. This
points to the fact that Africa has such a wealth and variety of dance
forms that it is superfluous to look to other cultures for material or
methods of training. Theatrical techniques need to be developed, but
the basic material to feed this development is thick on the ground.

The building of methods of training is in itself a creative work,
and here traditional dance movements form a rich source of
reference. In using them it is necessary ror the choreographer to
recognise the essential elelnents of a dance movenlent, and to break
it down into its technical elements as exercises \vhicn can be used
to train potential performers and directors. The choreographer can
thus provide a basis for nevvT \vorks ,vhich will have kinaesthetic
meaning for their audiences in that they are related to moven1ent
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Top left A scene from City City
at Arts Theatre Ibadan
directed by Peggy Harper

Top right T he Dance of the Elders
from Danda on the stage
of the University of Ibadan
Travelling Theatre
produced by GeofJrey
Axworthy~ music by
.Akin Euba and
choreography by
Peggy Harper

Centre left A scene from Creation
at the Arts Theatre Ibadan
with chol'eography
by Peggy Harper, music by
Akin Euba and costumes by
Eve de Negri

Centre right From Danda

Bottom Still from the dance film
Igbo Iwin with Kola 0 gunmola
and students of the University
of Ibadan Drama School
di'rected by Frank Speed,
music by Akin Euba and
choreography by Peggy Harper
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B. F. Sanka (Tanzania)
The Son of Man is Hoofed
(at National Museum of Wales, Cardiff)



DURING THE COMMONWEALTH FESTIVAL it
will be possible to see a comprehensive
survey of what modern African painters and
sculptors are doing nowadays. Besides the
comprehensive collection of Commonwealth
art being shown in the Royal Academy, the
National Museum of Wales in Cardiff are
showing one hundred paintings and graphic '
works by African artists; the works of Ben
Ofawei, the sculptor from Nigeria, will be
shown with four other Commonwealth
artists in Glasgow and two more Nigerian
artists will be shown together at the Pilking
ton Gallery in London, Jimo Akolo and
Yusuf Grillo. One of the most important
features of the Cardiff exhibition 'will be a
collection of etchings and lithographs,
twenty,etchings collected' and sent by the
Nommo Gallery' in Kampala, Uganda,
etchings from the studio in the Ataoja's
palace in Oshogbo; and lithographs by
Bruce Onabrakpeya from Nigeria.

It, seems that Nigeria will be the best
repr~sented in all the exhibitions that are
taking place and the reason for this is prob
ably the great fillip given to Nigerian art
by the Independence exhibition which took
place in Nigeria in 1960. At· the same time
East and Central African art is fast catching
up through the efforts of the Nommo Gal
lery' under the inspired direction of Mrs.
Barbara Brown. In consequence most of the
new artists to be seen come from EaSt Africa
and the West African names are ones with
which we have been acquainted for sOIlle
time, Jimo Akolo (Nigeria), who won the
Sao Paulo Biennale recommendation with
his paintings in '1961, Demas' Nwok<r
(Nigeria), whose talent extends to theatre
design as well as sculpture and paintings,
Bruce Onabrakpeya who did an 'impressive
series. of murals for the exhibition of. paint
ing at Nigeria Independence, Vincent Kofi·
(Ghana), whose huge wooden figu.res have
domi,nated the West African sculptural
scene during the Jast four years.

Now from East Africa come Henry Lumu
and John Sekibengo, both known in
Buganda. Ugandan art has always seemed
to me to be preoccupied with nature and I
noticed .this preoccupation in the work of
EH Kyeyune from Kenya as well when I
visited Makerere last year. Lumu and
Sekibengo have had the last exhibition at
the Nomnio Gallery that we have had news
of and they testify to their preoccupation
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Bruce Onabrakpeya (Nigeria)
The Cyclist and the Rain (at National Museum
of Wales, Cardiff)
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Eli Kyeyune
(Uganda)
Man's Evolution
(at National
Museum of
Wales, Cardiff)

with nature and its forms in t.he catalogue.
Sekibengo says "I am looking for the u~ti

mate design, the repetitive patterns. Plant
studies are ideal for this and I become
fascinated with simple things like the joint
of the leaf to the stem. It is extraordinary
how many shapes and forms go unnoticed
by people whose powers of seeing have never
been developed and who therefore miss the
wealth of pure form there is in all material.'~

Lumu is quoted as saying " Uganda is a
treasure of greens, and painting in the green
range is most natural to me. Moreover, wt
have twelve daily hours of bright light; ]
try to infuse that light into my work." . And
later he says "If abstraCtion is encouraged
in our schools, it will be a grave injustice:
to the eventual development of our art. The:
younger generations should be taught firsl
to draw, to measure their universe carefully.
After that intimate contact has been estab
lished, theri they can run off into the wild~

with their imaginations."

BUT IF EAST AFRICAN ARTISTS are drawn tc
the light, the plant-life, the flowers, and the
animals and insects of their environment fOl
the content and forms of their 'art, the Wes1
Mrican artist thinks differently. His ances·
tors ran off into the wilds with their imagi·
nations many hun~reds of years ago. The
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'Les Grandes
Dames

result is not abstraction, but surrealism.. T.he
Nok figures two thousand years old, the Ibo
masks, the Ij 0 masks and ancestral screens,
countless examples could be given of the
element of surrealism which has survived in
West Africa from the remote past. In recent
years we have seen surrealism flourishing in
West African literature in the novels of
Amos Tutuola and Fagun\va and the plays
of Wole Soyinka.

Readers of the novels of Amos Tutuola
will be av/are of the burgeoning pressure of
African religion with its world of teeming
spirits. It is the a\varcness of spirits of
fantastic shapes and strange potentialities
which can thrust their presence into the
lives of ordinary people at any time or place
\vhich forms the background to the surrealis
tic qualities of ~~frican art. A stage is set
for the controlled influence of these spirits
in the masquerade; but the masquerade is
not necessarily a religious ceremony. It is
an entertainment, a theatrical perfornlance,
in which the spirits and their po\vers can be
used to amuse, to frighten and excite by
their near presence, and to caricature and
criticise society. The rnasquerader possessed
by a spirit is above the rules \vhich govern
everyday living and he can give voice to
hopes and fears and social criticism \vhich
are not open to him in ordinary society. The
men vvho perform the masquerade are
artists who have rejected the codes and
values of everyday living. The techniques
of drun1ming and dancing, the creative
inventions of the masquerade are jealously
guarded properties ,vhich are often brought
from groups in other villages.

SURREALIS;"'~ THEREfORE IS BUILT I~TO the
artistic institutions of West African society
and the rOlnantic artist \vho expresses h{s
alienation from the status-seeking of social
groups is not just an invention of modern
Europe. The surrealism of Africa has acted
as a fund of inspiration for the strange
figures in the early ,vork of B~n En\VOil\VU,

for the nlcn-anin1als in the sculpture ef
Vincent !Zo fi. , and the paintings of Dcn1a~1

N v/oka and U che Okeke. It has ,dso inspired
the theatre designs of NVlOko for the Pahn
WTine Drink8,rd of Tutuola's novels staged
by the School of Drama in Ibadan, with
OgunlTIola v/hose folk-opera drUHl1nerS and
TI1usici?.l1S oV\Te their origins to the e~as·

querade.
... It is not to be \vondered at therefore that
vlhen etc~ing and litography V1ere jntro
duced to ~ ~ igeria th:;y shol21d have pro~L:ced

some extraordinary developrnents in surreal
ism. Goya and Odilon Redon have exolored
the dark depths 2nd strange revelations of
the etcher's plate ['Dd needle in Et:rope.
Seven Seven of i\1bari Oshogbo has Qdcled
a nc,v dimension in malying use of his O~Nn

:t.Jigerian surrealistic e]~periencc. o~ abrak
p~ya has taken chalk and stone and re"/ealed
strange sen1i-aninlal, s~mi-hur:lan forms
lurking behind th~ lithographer's veils. Both
the naturalism and the surrealism} the duali
ties of !:10dern African painting cap. be seen
in the exhibitions a! the Commonvvealth
FestivaL _

Time and Distance," the lady has put on
fiat shoes instead of high heels and is out
there running with the mob. Still, in the
present volume * of stories there is enough
of the earlier Gordimer of The Soft Voice
of the Serpent or Six Feet of the Country to
delight those whose concern is mainly with
craft, purity of tone, or those marvellous
epiphanies which are the special reward of
reading through a story like "The African
i\1.agician" or "A Company of Laughing
Faces."

The short story form still suits Gordimer's

V
fussy temperament better than the novel.

(fiJ In an extended form her primness shows
U:!J sooner. For instance, she is too appalled by

sentimentality, by emotional exuberance, a I
. NADINE GORDIlv1.ER AND DORIS LESSING certain amount of vulgar high spirits, which I

occupy an enviable place in African letters is almost inescapable in a novel, not to grow I
of English expression. They are the kind of tedious by the way she worries prose over
ladies of \vhom both Jane Austen and the motives of what seem to us simple I
George Eliot \vould certainly approve, one actions. I-Ier scrupulous intelligence will I
imagines, and yet it pains one to describe not allow the simplest emotion to go un- I
them as ladies. For one thing, these ladies checked, unassessed. For this her indisput-I
deal \vith the jungle, a society yet unformed, able powers of observation have always stood
and surely these t\VO grand ladies-if one her in good stead.
rnay call thein that-kno\v enough of the I
jungle to sheathe L~eir knives in their V1HAT IMPRESSES ONE ABOUT nORIS LESS-

I
garters. In the cOlnpany of \vild men they ING is her unflinching honesty and the
<.re likely to evoke the necessary respect by energy vv"hich goes into her writing. Her
uncovering enough of thigh to sho,v the talent is more that of a recorder than that

I flash of steel under the skirt. of an act of imagination; her prose is

I
Both are pretty. Gordimer is beautiful, pedestrian, workaday, adequate but rarely

i!1 fact. Both are wickedly intel!igent. Gor- rising to a pitch of lyricism. When this
dimcr's intelligence is even more restless, honesty is devoted to analysing relationships

I shov;y, fussy, prim and complex; you between men and \vomen the result is
couldn't think of her as having been n3.ivc devastating. l\Iecessarily, since Doris Less
e:uough to take Marxism seriously--tha t ing is a partisan, the Inen come off \vorst of
secular theology, the failure of which pro- all-petty, cowardly, equivocating and full
vidcs the mello\ving despairing tone to of vanity~ 1'here is just enough of bitchiness
I essing's IJandloclu:d, the fourth sequel in in the lady to let her knife glance across
her in1presslvc: series of novels published the cheek v/hen you are down.
under the title of The Children of f1iolence. Though th\~ core of this) her latest novel, I

As ~ lTI2tter of fact there is an interesting is the failure of the C0111nlunist vision, the
COTltrast bet\veen the t\VO grand ladies of discovery of ho~! complex the "Norld really
:.\frican letters. Lessing started v/ith an is, it is also a novel dealing \vith a single I
intense involvement \vith the \vorld of public W0i113n'S continuing search for a truthful
n1anners rooted in the conflict of econoI!1ic life, for fulfilment; finally about her nlove- I
classes (read races for classes if you v/ant) Inent fron1 darkness to light. Martha Quest I
and ha3 moved inexorably toviard the is a truly questing woman. She holds the I
pri~late; Gordilner has alvlays dealt ~Tith centre of her life rnainly because she doesn't
the pri_vate relationships, the shock of self lie-and one suspects that this is also
recognition or the a"~Nareness of the ugliness partly her undoing \vhich amounts to t\VO
of others, but this enquiry into the vlorld divorces, alienation froIl1 family and child,
\vas ahvays conducted fron1 the centre of a and from all those party members who. I
very private Self, the exploration of \vhich refuse to readjust their lives to the possi
y\vas Gordimer's preference to that of public bility of a future in which the eschatology I
tl]rb"--11enc:~. Hovlever, as the South African of lv1arxist religion has not been fulfilled.
si.tuatio~l gravIs progressively \-.Tof;e Gor- . Wha~ finally makes 1\Jiar.tha. Quest l~ss I
dlmer has moved further outv/ara to the IntereStlng as a rl10dern heroIne IS that MISS I
pl.!blic arena \vhere the noise is. IJessing is both too close and. not removed I

far enough to make her rounded. She re
AFTER ALL TI-IE THElv1E of her last novel, mains too n1ystical, a figure through vvhich
Occasion for Lc'l ing, concerns the collapse moral judgmer:t i5 passed Oil all the others. I
of the private in the face of the over\vhelm- But \vho judges her? It is hardly explained
ing pl:e.ssures grovling fron~ the absurd ho\v she avoids the lies in a war-time!
p"_.lblic den1ands. In her story, "Through Zambezi vv"here everybody lived by lies and I

dissin1ulation. Is she human enough? I
...As for Mis~ Lcssing's P~frican characters I

L E \V I ~ K Y 0 S I, literary editor of they arc totally absurd and nothing more is i
The: 1\"e.T~v Africnn, is t~lC autho,,: of Ho~c to be said about then1! e I

~nd E:GIC, to be pubhslzed tll'fs rr:oJ2tlz. :;: Not for Publication (Go1l3ncz)
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FOR CHILDREN EASILY the most popular
event will surely be the great Firework
Display designed by John Piper. This takes
place on 15th September on the evening
before the Festival officially opens, and is
being staged in Hyde Park. It is free,
lighting up time is 8.30. One can watch
from the north bank of the Serpentine.

IN THE THREE PROVINCIAL CENTRES the
main events-except The Road-will be
able to be seen. But there are some interest
ing extras. In Liverpool there will be a
Military Tattoo and a University Music
Conference. In Cardiff, alone among the
centres in this respect, there \vill be some
sporting events including rugby and wrest
ling, and also a Journalists' Conference. In
Glasgow a Book Exhibition and exhibitions
of sculpture and painting. Cardiff is also
strong on Films; in London at the National
Film Theatre will be a showing of feature
films too.

MOST OF THE EVENTS I have mentioned so
far \vill take place in the evening; there are
alas! few afternoon performances of any
thing; but the EXHIBITIONS \vill be open all
day and these on paper at least look attrac
tive. At Burlington flouse the Royal
Acadelny are showing " Treasures from the
Commonwealth " and at the Design Centre
in the Haymarket, the Council of Industrial
Design have organised "An Exhibition of
Commonwealth Textiles, Ceramics and
Wood-carving."

ON THE I\1USIC SIDE, orchestras like the
Sydney Symphony, the Toronto Symphony
and the London Philharmonic Orchestra are
giving concerts at the Royal Festival Hall
their choice of programmes tends perhaps to
be a little conservative and unimaginative.
At the Festival Hall too one \-vill be able to
hear Ghanaian and Indian music. Probably
one of the more imaginative gestures of the
Festival organisers, certainly a sure box
office success, will be the Pop evening
presented by Brian Epstein with groups
such as The Kinks and Gerry and the,
Pacemakers.

IF DANCING IS YOUR LOVE, vou can on one
day dance in Trafalgar Square or \vatch
the Kathakali Dancers from India at the
Scala or on another the Australian Ballet at
the Royal Opera House, or if you are a
glutton for noise, excitement, passion,
and abandonment the Great Dance Gala
at the Royal Albert Hall will provide you
\vith all four. 1Vly only proviso here being
that perhaps the organisers have attempted
to pack too many dancers from too many
countries into too short a time-the result
may be a little bitty: with luck it will be
superb. I

I
IN ALL, THERE IS MUCI-I to see and hear, and

THERE ARE FIFTEEN DIFFERENT VERSE AND the organisers have shown great imagination
VOICE PROGRAMl\1ES at the Royal Court, one and talent in bui ding up an exciting and
sometimes two an evening. On paper the representative programme. There is much
programmes look interesting and catholic- to see and hear and many of the events are
you can have Betjeman and Kipling, on for a fe\v days only, some like the CO:1

nostalgia rampant, or contemporary poems certs and verse programmes for one per
from Africa, India and the East. Beside the I formance only. The I..ondon Festival Box
Betjeman I shall try to go to No. 4-Africa: Office is at Keith Pro\vse, 90 New Bond
A Contrast of Culture; No. 7 Cecil Day Street. All branches and agencies \vill have
Lewis introducing Commonwealth and copies of the brochures.
British poets reading their own poems on Final assessment of the Festival must
each other's countries; and No. 14 Poets wait until it is over. That certain parts will
Debating, a free-for-all discussion presented be outstanding can be confidently predicted,
by John Wain. The work of South Africans that it will succeed over all is problematical
has been included for its part in the de- that it is worth doing is without question.
velopment of Common\\Tealth literature. If it is to succeed you must support it. e

R E X COL L I N G S is a publisher u'ho
has been responsible for the first London
publication of several African play
wrights.

LONDON - CARDIFF - GLASGOW - LIVERPOOL' Three other plays that promise well are
-these are the centres where the first Klondyke, the :French Canadian musical at
Commonwealth Arts Festival will be held the Old Vic; the Trinidadian Errol Hill's
this year. 1965 has been Commonwealth lvfan Better Man at the Scala, a pIay C0111

year. After the Prime Minister's Con- bining music, singing and dancing; and
ference, the Peace Mission, and the New Oba-Koso the Yoruba Folk Opera by Duro
Zealand test matches comes the first ever Ladipo. These three dramatic events illus
festival of the arts, a festival sprawling trate well the range of the Festival-one in
untidily across four cities and three coun- French, one in English and one in Yoruba.
tries, a festival with no unifying theme and
no common language. The only common
ground being that all the lands from which
the entries and performers come are still
members of the Commonwealth.

The programme will include ballet from
Canada and tribal dances from Sierra Leone,
a musical from French Canada and a play
from 'Bombay set in the brothel area, a Folk
Opera (in Yoruba) from Nigeria and a full
length play fronl the same country. There
will be The Kinks from England, the Merry
Men from Barbados, and (for the squares)
the Christchurch Harmonic Choir from New
Zealand. There will be concerts and ex
hibitions, wrestling and ballet, fireworks,
and, heaven help us,. dancing and bands in
Trafalgar Square.

PROBABLY THE MOST EXCITING DRAMATIC
E.VENT, will be the World Premiere of Wole
Soyinka's The Road at the Theatre Royal,
Stratford East on 14th September (two days
before the official· start of the Festival).
Soyinka is Nigeria's leading playwright and
is, I think, undoubtedly one of the most
exciting of the young dramatists writing in
English anywhere in the world today. He
has wit and humour and compassion and
mercifully his writing is free of that
obsession with colour problems that domi
nates and so often ruins much of the con
temporary work of black writers. The great
mystery is why this play or one of Soyinka's
others is not the official Nigerian drama
entry. However, it is fortunate for us, and
for Nigeria's reputation, that David Thomp
son and Stage Sixty are putting it on for
a month. Some of Soyinka's poems, too,
\vill be read atone of the Verse and Voice
programmes at the Royal Court Theatre. in
Sloane Square.
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E Z E K I ELM P H A H L E L E is director 0 f
Chemchel'ni Cultural Centre, Nairobi, for
theatre, creative writing, 1nusic and aTt. The
Cent~'e publishes a 1nonthly (( Talking Point"
fro'ln which this article is adapted.

Glimpses of
Home

YEARS AGO, Langston Hughes, the American
Negro poet, novelist ,;and playwright, visited
Africa's west coast. The Africans could not
believe that he was "black": indeed he had a
fair complexion then.. Although he had looked
forward to s~ting foot on African soil, almost
as a religious act, he did not take himself
seriously like the late Richard Wright, another
Negro writer, when he came to Ghana in 1949.
Wright was most depressed by the African's
coldness and even hostility towards himself. He
suhsequently had some unsavoury things to say
about the African way of life. But then to
begin with, Wright was always Wright's greatest
enemy anyhow.
. Now and again one meets the black nationa
list among American Negroes who almost literal
ly grovels on his stoma,ch so as to rub Africa's
earth into his skin as a symbol of identification.
This type has the irrita,ting habit of trying to
teach Africans how black and pure they are and
how proud they should feel about it; and how
insufficiently anti-white they are and how
oppressed they actually should feel. He exhales
and inhales blackness all round and attaches
himself to some African intellectual or politician
who knows \\'hen to talk ,fire-eating nationalism
and when to forget it. Our Negro guest even
tually sLcceeds in getting himself thrown out of
the country of his pilgrimage with the same
pitchfork he has been fondling. If he is not
thrown out, he makes such a thorough nuisance
of himself that the Africans regard him as a
huge transatlantic joke. This is enough to drive
him out.

But by and large the American Negroes
coming to Africa these days are more enlightened
much humbler. Mr. Joseph Kennedy, research
director at A.M.S.A.C., came to West Africa
for research a few years ago. He wrote in the
New York Times Magazine in February 1962 :
"From my experiences I am convinced that a

very special relationship exists between the
African and the American Negro, that is a
skin-colour affinity which creates an unusual
bond of \varmth and draws the two together.
This is not to say that this bond is immediate
ly apparent, that the African immediately
reaches cut to embrace the American Negro.
Indeed, the first reaction on the part of the
American Negro to being in Africa is one of
mixed and confused feelings."
He observes that the American Negro coming

to Africa for the first time must arrive "with
an uncertain image of Africa and of what to
expect." For in his own country he has heard
Africa spoken of as "the dark continent,"
'associated in his mind with tribal life, bush,
mud-huts, dances, primitive black people
(Hollywood films 'set in Africa have helped
reinforce this image with their emphasis on wild
life, the untamed jungle).

EZEKIEL MPHAHLELE

Relating his own experiences, Mr. Kennedy
describes how often Ghanaians told him that he
was "white" and not one of their kind. This
was among the illiterate Africans. But he says
he found a warm fellow-feeling among the
educated people towards people of his kind. It
was usually through an educated man that he
entered a villag.e.. He discounts the view he says
is expressed by many Americans, namely that
"these demonstrations of African-American
Negro ties among the educated are political, that
it is politically expedient to profess such
relationship, that if there is preachment ~~
'pan-Africanism,' there certainly should be thIS
kind of verbal service to the concept." He argues
that many of the people he met were not
politicians but teachers, farmers, clothweavers,
clerks, taxi-drivers-" just people who seemed
truly moved by :and happy at seeing their
brothers from Am.erica."

WHILE AMERICAN NEGRO leaders have been
actively interested in African affairs, the rise of
independent states in Mrica since Ghana was
granted freedom in 1957 has given the American
Negro a new sense of pride, a stronger feeling of
identity with Africa4 The man who was re
garded as the child of, a -dark continent now
governs in h is own land and this has become a
source of inspiration for the American Negro
in his o\vn plight.

The survivals of Africa in American Negro
life are several. One should look at the way
American Negroes dance in performances that do
not contain consciously-composed movements:
they are African; then there is much of the
African gait in their walk. It is suggested that
foot-tapping in American Negro entertainment
is a substitute for the African drum-beats. Many
American Negro folk tales are based on African
legends. There is clear evidence of African
religious expression in American Negro worship
in independent churches: hand-clapping, foot
tapping, the confession and conversion rituals,
jumping and leaping.

Dr. Davis says in his paper that Africa's
influence on American dancing is seen clearly
in dance creations such as the rhumba of Cuba;
the samba of the West Indies and Brazil and
those of the American Negroes.

A Negro anthropologist, Lorenzo Turner,
found on the Sea Island of South Carolina
African dances that Americans call the " Charles
ton," the " Black-Bottom," the" Buzzard Lope"
and the "Ring Shout." Americans are now
imitating African dances in the creation of new
types of jitterbug as in the "Watutsi," the
" Monkey" and the" Waddle," with a minimum
of bodily contact between the sexes.

The Calypso is African in origin. The
American Negro's great contribution to the
world of music has been his spirituals and gospel
songs and his jazz. The manner in which a
leader in a spiritual makes a statement that is

then repeated by a chorus is, according, to
authorities, African in origin. "It took the
American Negro," says Dr. Davis, "three
hundred years to accustom the white American
to stop time or downbeat, which is also synco
pation, along with overlaid rh~ic patterns.:'

Quoting another Negro authorIty, Dr. DavIs
states that the central genius of American Negro
music is its use of the human cry.. "From the
gurgles and hunger cries of. babies to the cries
of men in joy, elation, victory, effort, anguish;·
and pain, the human cry remains ·the most
communicative of all sounds made by humans.
The work and religious cries and shout,~ Qf' the
African and American Negro are the ~a.~js. for
the work songs, the blues, the spirituaJls-. ~"l T~
Negro singer Ray Charles demonstrates·-, ~- .
very well. ' -- , -,

Mr. Aminu Abdullahi, the Nigerian J~zz critic
who conducted an eight-day jazz workshop at
Chemchemi early in 1965, demonstrated the
African qualities we find in American jazz, and
also the fact that, as Dr. Davis says, the genius
of American ~eg,ro musicians lies in the' effective
way in which they have made their instruments
speak like human voices.

Margaret Just Butcher has this to say in her
very valuable book, The Negro in American
Cultu1·e Ca Mentor Book published by the New
American Library, New York, 1956), a book
based on materials left by the late Alain Locke :
" The whole matter of Africanism and African

survivals has been a historical dilemma that
for generations has troubled the Negro mind
and spirit and divided Negro thought. There
has been a conflict between deep-seated
emotional pride of race and equally deep
rooted shame of and distaste for race. This
dilemma 'was recognised immediately as the
after-effect of slavery, which rudely cut
Negroes off from their ancestral African cul
ture and taught them to ignore or despise
their racial past. Haiti, with its proud
tradition of self-emancipation and nearly one
hundred and fifty years of political indepen
dence, has been less victim of this psychologi
cal aftermath of slavery than any other
American area with people of African descent.
Nevertheless, we must note that generally
s'peaking-and even sometimes in Haiti
Africa and things African have been mis
understood and disparaged for lack of proper
evaluation of their cultural significance. By
and large the Negroes have been at a loss to
implement their pride of race, to give it proper
force and authority, or to supply it with
intellectua:l directives. Long after the physical
ills and handicaps of slavery ceased, the psy
chological stigma persisted."

THE NEGRO POETS WRITING in the 1920's and
1930's were fired by thoughts about Africa. In
some, it was sheer nostalgia, a poetic response
to oppression; in others, it was a realisation of
pride in one's blackness; in others again, it was
an escape to what was regarded as the primitive
and innocent Africa. The poetry alternated
between self-pity and an angry upward pushing
of shoulders that told the white world in effect:
" We are black and to hell \\Tith you ! "

Langston Hughes writes in his Afro-American
Fragment published in the journal The Crisis
(national organ of the N.A.A.C.P.) in 1930:

So long,
So far away
Is Africa.
Not even memories alive
Save those that history books create,
Save those that songs
Beat back into the blood-
Beat out of blood with words sad-sung
In strange un-Negro tongue-
So long,
So far away
Is Africa. .'
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The Message of the Sick
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is to introduce myself
Breyten Breytenbach .
godly and thin in his green sweater
\vho props and, hammers his longdrawn head to
fabricate a poem for you as for example .:

my eyes are much too scared to lool?
me in the dark in case I should see
the hospitals of Paris a:re brimful of sallow bodies
they stand in the window and threaten with their hands
li!?,e the angels in the oven
it rains the streets apart and slippery

my eyes are starched
theyjyou will dig 1ne in on such a wet day

.as the sods are raw black meat
and the leaves and overripe flowers painted and snapped
from the wet before the sun can chew them
the sky is in a sweat of white blood
but I shall refuse to coop up my eyes

pick off my bony wings
my 1nouth is too secret not to feel pain
zvear boots at the burial for nze to hear
the mud kiss under your toes
the sparrows tip their leaking heads black blossoms
and green trees are muttering monks

plant me in a hill neat a darn under snapdragons
let the sly and bitter ducks shit over my grave
in the rain
the souls of 1nad but cunning women travel into cats
fears fears fears with drowned uncoloured heads
and I shall refuse to soothe nzy blackskinned tongue
look how harmless he is, take pity on him

Suicide
Was it 'suicide? TA?ho zlJould know? But it is
all so nornzal if one drives a bus. The way I
{~o. In this particular case I had to deliver
a load of toul·ists in a popular seaside re
sort. It ~was dark already a spacious blue
evening when zve cut through the last neck in
the chain of mountains and descended all
the u-tu-;'"ns down to the sea. A tall wornan
sat on the bench just behind me and every
now and then she leans forward to lick my
earlobe. In the little mirror I could see how
the face of her husband bloats and reddens.
But' it's all part of a busdriver's routine. I
unloaded my people in front of the hotel
where we were to sleep that night it was
a huge place. Blackcoated waiters waited
on us like penguins and, perhaps because
all hotel-rooms are identical, the three of us

(tall woman husband and I) (but he didn't
kno'lu about this) were put up in the same
1'001n. But it's all part of a busdriver's rou
tine. A,zd by the time he dragged their
heavy suitcases up the stairs the tall wonzan
and I had already clilnbed through the
z'indow on to the eve and, lower down on
another roof dOVJ12 the emergency exit
through the hotel's garden and on the beach.
T he night wa$ a fantasy of beauty and lit
up' by a blue moon behind the mountains
on the other side of the earth. /1 secret
white city crouches on e'l}ery mountaintop
the arches shimmer in the light and we can

.hear the happy music washing down on us
from the cities. One day says the tall woman
''[De shall be two, black figures on the streets
of one of the cities on the mountaintop.
Then we lie down on the war1n" sand and
clutch at each other's bodi~s it's all very
normal wJzerz one drives a bus. And when
the night· has a long beard 'lve walk back
to tile hotel. The blackcoated penguins
u ait "(In us and tell us that a certain husband
came tearfully to as:k for his wife and that
he supposedly found a strange ri1-an's cap
in his rOOl'rl and he zJJanted to borrow a

spade because he "luas going forth to dig in
the bastard's head and he cli1nbed out the
'luindow on to the ea-ve and lower down on
another' 1"0of dO"wn the erfJ,el-'gency exit
through the hotel's garden cnd on the beach.
1 assured the "waiters that the rnan's a fool
a~1.d gave the nzaztre' d'h.otel a tip and 'lve
afT u'hinnyed together. Then the tall zoornan
and I clirnbed .up to our r00112 and lay dozon
to r,' 'arln the bed ar;,d clutched at each other's
bodies. It's all part of a busdriver's routine.
T he husband did not come back. We found
the spade the following 1norning next to a
fresh heap of sand. Apparently he dug a
grat7 e there with the intention to plant lny
severed head and then he ezpaited for 1:ts.
And in the early morning a turtle crawled
out on the beach and 1nistook hint for an
egg and kicked him in and filled the grave
up. lfle could only see the" w'eak kic!?'s under
the sand. But we had to go on and couldn't
stay. I shipped in a ne'l/J load of people to
take the1n over the neck in the rnountain
chain to a popular river-resort. A short
wornan on the seat behind nze leaned for
ward every no'Z!) and then and bit lne in
the neck. in the little mirroi' I noticed lzou
her husband's face bloated and became blue.
But it's all so normal when one drives CL bus.
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-a choice for film-makers
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Black Men

~ Dark Dice

T hen, when it was all ot.:er, all the ache
and the pain and the brutality and the sad
ness and we had nothing more to lose ex
cept our lives, they lined us up. Why does
the fear devour us then? The people queue
down the steel steps deep into subterranean
halls, the earth's inwards . Halfway down,
on balconies outside huge steeldoors with
steam lapping through the seams, a group
of tired servants with tindrums and brooms
in their hands look at us. They weigh us
up. Downstairs in the brightly lit hall the
line of people split in two, separated by
railings. Our passports lie in little piles
left and right. A kind, but dirty, old man
looks over his glasses at the names on the
passports. Then he orders the people left
or right depending on how their passports
lie. And those who turn right each take up
a tindrum from the neat pile and are direc
ted to a door where men in white overcoats
wait for them like wooden dolls. The people
around us sigh and moan and whisper. But
why?
Then it's our turn, my wife stands in front
of. me and our passports lie right. The old
man looks automatically at the na1nes and
intones Y olande Breytenbach . . . Breyten
Breytenbach ... take up your tindrums and
report in hall D room no. 5. And suddenly
1 realize and I shake with fear. The tin is
just big enough to contain a human body,
forced into the foetus-position. And then
you are squashed by a big steamhammer
somewhere behind bolted doors and the
second-hand tins are then used for other
purposes, it's the same dented tins 'we saw
the tired ones use on the balconies. No.
Yolande is already halfway through the
turnstile and I pull her back and yell no
and grab the passports and throw them on
the lefthand pile. Then we climb through
the railings and join the lefthand queue.
My breath doesn't go deeper than rny throat
and mouth. The old bureaucrat shakes his
shoulders and gives us two little cards zt'ith
the time marked on them and says: Come
back tomorrow ...
We go up some other steps with weak
knees, up to the top where we sit down
next to each other. It rains grey, it's cold.
Other pardoned ones (for to-day, tomorrow
condemned, it depends on how the passport
falls) surface slowly and put up hands and
shout taxi! Taxis stop and drive off with
whispering wheels, drive their loads back
home for the night. Wet doves come to look
for shelter under' the roof. The street shines
like an army-boot. But there is no laughter,
people are quiet with their collars high. I
shiver with fear, my wife also. 1 think I am
going to cry, I say. With my head on her
shoulder I cry. I a1n so nostalgic for mv
past, e

ARTHUR MAIMANE

WHEN SIDNEY POITIER was awarded an
Oscar for his role in Lilies of the Field, the
event was hailed as a landmark in the pro
gress coloured actors have made. But there
was the suspicion that the Academy Award
was only a gesture towards better race
relations. Then I saw the film and heaved
a sigh of relief: Poitier deserved the Oscar
simply as a very good actor. For me,
though, the best thing about this film was
that Poitier's was an "untypical" Negro
role. He was simply a foot-loose ex-GI who
befriends a group of European refugee
nuns. And because he is after all Negro, he
teaches them gospel songs-and growls
ominous warnings at a road contractor who
calls him" boy."

This, for me anyway, was the landmark:
that a coloured actor had been freed from
" race" or "problem" roles. Of course
Poitier had already appeared in another role
of a similar nature when he played a long
shoreman in A Man is Nine Feet Tall. But
this one had been unsatisfactory because it
went to the other extreme from the " prob
lem " roles: his blackness was never recog
nised. I don't believe that American
longshoremen are that immune to race
awareness.

But the black actor-and, more impor
tant, the character he portrays-has
definitely come a long way from the days
of the Tarzan-type movies set in "darkest
Africa" when only the good natives could
speak pidgin English and the baddies
plotted in gobble-de-gook. Those were also
the days of " all-Negro "-musicals, natural
ly !-such as Stormy Weather, Cabin in
the Sky and Boarding House Blues (whose
worth for me \vas that they introduced me
to Lena Horne, Ethel Waters and Billy
Daniels); or Harlem on the Range, a
fantastic "coloured western" in which all
the cowboys were of that shade.

OW WE HAVE SEEN Poitier fight Tony
Curtis in The Defiant Ones and Ruby Dee
force a white man to lick her shoe in The
Balcony. But I waited in vain for Harry
Belafonte to kiss or at least embrace his
\vhite girl in Island in the Sun. (More

ART H U R ~1 A I !vi A N E, a South Afri
can living in London, has worked for
Drum, Radio Ghana and Reuters.

recently there was the farce by a British
television company which could not find a
way to handle an affaire between an English
man and a West Indian woman. In trying
to avoid a kiss between them, the company
almost ended up by suggesting worse (!)
goings-on with a fade.)

Even without such " delicate" issues, the
movie moguls and television chiefs are still
far from coming to terms with coloured
characterisations. The " progressives "
among them declare with hand on heart that
they are prevented from any further" bold
ness" by the susceptibilities of white
audiences. They want their films shown in
the Deep South and South Africa, and they
don't want to offend some people nearer
home. But they are not worried about
possible coloured susceptibilities in such
films as The Hill. I personally did not mind
Ossie Davis being called a black monkey
and other such names in this film since I
know that this does happen in real life (like
white women kissing black men or vice
versa). It is progress compared to Poitier's
longshoreman role, even though some British
critics thought the director had leaned too
far back in his pro-blackness. But why must
this progress only be in one direction?

It is possibly this kind of lop-sided
rationalisation which has caused some black
actors in Britain to talk of going to Africa
to make their own movies and asking Afro
Asian governments to boycott" white films."
Apart from any other considerations, this
kind of measure would not even begin to
solve anything.

A SOLUTION MUST BEGIN with the movie
industry deciding whether it wants to be
honest or simply make money regardless.
I know this sounds naive; but surely if they
cannot treat coloured characterisations with
realism they would be better off not making
fools of themselves and their audiences.
The visual fact that Belafonte did not kiss
his white girl friend could not have done
anything for the susceptibilities of the Deep
South. I am sure that even a Mississippi
cracker could read between the frames. I
know for certain that the South African
censor was intelligent enough to do so and,
according to his ideological lights, did the
only realistic thing: he cut out all the
scenes suggesting the black-white liaison.

I have heard it said that this " problem"
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will be solved op.ly when there are more
coloured box-office draws like Poitier. This
theory -immedi.ately raises the questi9n of
where such actors are going to emerge from
if they are not given a chance' to ~evelop

and demonstrate their talent in' smaller roles
of the right kind. According to this theory,
the .emergence of good, coloured scenario
writers would also ,help to do the trick.
Again the: question is where they are going
to drop from, fully fledged, without earlier
opportunitie~.· More -important, anyway, is
\vhether th.e studio~ will accept their scripts
since (at least I hope !) these will treat
coloured issues and characters with 1;lonesty
and realism~and this does not mean being
anti-white.

AS FOR COLOURED CHARACTERS, on Bri~ish

television only two types seem to be recog
nised. First what I believe are called
" noddies" in the trade-the silent ones in
the crowd scenes. And I hear it took some
doing to persuade the studios to portray the
fact that there are coloured people in British

streets, pubs, etc. 1'he second. type are those
characterisations seemingly tailored to con
firm British preconceptions. According to
this concept, the only interesting coloured
characters are cunning or brainless hood
It;lms; African politicians enamoured of
malapropisms; and ogres (as in the. recent
atrocity play set in the Congo) so barbaric
that they are not allowed even the gobble
de-gook of the Tarzan-era baddies. Perhaps
unfortunately for the tele-writers, the
coloured man in Britain does not lend him
self to those broadly grinning, head-scratch
ing roles once so popular in American
moviedom.

The British movie industry-cinema and
television-has so far avoided the most
tricky area by pretending that the _coloured
presence in Britain does not deserve exami
nation and portrayal. This presence has
been relegated to documentaries about immi
grants (who are never white) and epics about
the noble savage: Zulu, etc. Hollywood has
not been as cautious. Perhaps it is just as
well with the present thinking in the indus-

try, to judge from the two attempts I can
recall. Flame in the Streets .had all tl}e
cliches. The Jamaican (Johnny Sekka) fall~
in love with a white girl and, if I remember
correctly, they too do not kiss. Though··they
are both school teachers, .. the Jamaican- is~
naturally-inarticulate. He describes Jhe
charms, of Montego -Bay in baby talk and
when he -is confronted by the bigots ·he; (like
the Congolese arch-barb~rian _in the, much
later television) play is. struck, ,dumb.' ....As
good as, anyway. ,

Sekka also appeared in The .Wild and ,the
Willing, a .red-brick university ·cine-cliche.
He portrayed the "well-adjusted and-intelli
gent "coloured man so beloved· of those
liberals who jokingly make -fun. of his black~

ness and call him black names; but congeal
\vhen they are called white names in the
same vein.

WHATEVER THE VIRTUES .of the remedial
proposals I have already mentioned, I
believe that the most effective lies with the
coloured actors. Until they refuse stereo
typed roles, they will remain burdened by
them. Where do they get their- bread while
waiting for this boycott to work wonders -?
The question, rather, is: are they making a
living they can be proud of at the moment?
I know how they value being able to say
they are professional actors and to discuss
the tribulations of resting-" It happens to
all of us! " they remind you, establishing
their major link with the rest of the indus
try. But since even while they are prepared
to demean themselves to the lowest depths
on celluloid (\vhich I am sure they \vould
never do in real life) there is still only the
occasional bit part, they do not have much
to lose~ The brilliance of coloured actors
and writers will never be as effective as this
(non-) move by the actors. _

K.en.neth Mackenzie
Afterfighting bravely in the Boer War, a young Afri
kaner, overcome by the futility of the war, deserts and
returns to hisfarrn in the Cape. He is discovered first
by his OVtln side, who court martial him,·and then by the
EngUsh. His long night under sentence of ,death and his,
iast 11linute escape make·a superbly exciting climax. Of
Kenneth Mackenzie's previous novel A Dragon to Kill
Anthony Nicholas wrote in ~Tribune " 'Fair, subtle and
intelligent. Few novels have given such a clear~eyed

impression of South Africa. This is the best sort o'f com
mitted fiction. It makes the problems of politics seem
neither too easy nor insoluble.' Eyre &SpottiswoodeJ 21 s

THE DESERTER



THE SWING-DOOR WAS PUSHED in again and it
was one of the sharks. He was wide and flabby,
with his belly hanging over his belt, and he
had a soft, shiny, booze-bloated face covered
with· greyish stubble like ashes. He slouched up
besides me and leaned on the bar, pretending

I asked for a lager-beer a:ld -vIe stood there
up against the bar, taking our time over the
drinks. A couple of men came in and Bruisky
\vent over to serve them. Through the glass door
to the European side, I could see a lone, elderly
white man dozing over a bottle of stout. He
looked as lonely as a mouse in an empty barn.
Arthur finished his drink and called for an
other. I looked at him in the mirror behind
the bar. He has a big face the colour of dark
honey, a big nose, and a wide mouth. His eyes
are mean and he is always spoiling for a fight.

AFTER A WHILE the swing-doors opened and
another boy came in. We knew a hinl a little from
coming to this pub now and then. He was tall
and built like a fighter, with wide shoulders,
a big chest and narrow waist. He walked with
the springy step ring-fighters get used to, and
had a face that could be good-looking, except
for the battered nose and an old scar over
his left eyebrow. He had been a welter a year
back, and there had been pictures of him in
the big papers, th~ times he had whipped Tiger
Boy Hassan in th,: third and Gorilla Kakano in
the first. Right then I didn't know what he
worked at, but he always had money and more
flashy suits with pegged pants and draped backs
and zooty ties. I guess that was why everybody
called him Fancy. Personally, I reckoned he
was just a big braggart.

He said, "Hoit, boys," and came around,
bellying up against the bar, next to Arthur.

"Howzit," Arthur returned, grinning and
pleased to talk to a fighting m'an, even if the
had quit the ring.

(f Lekker, paL Nice." He got out a pocket
of cigarettes and offered it. We each took one
m8.de use of his silver lighter. "You johns
going to have a drink?"

"Make rnine a double," Arthur said.
"I haven't finished my lager yet," I said.
"How, come on, pal," Fancy said.
" Okay. I'll take a small sherry."
"He's not a drinking ma:}," Arthur grinned.

" Books he likes. Hell."
Bruisky filled up for us and exchanged a

few words v,-ith Fancy, then went away again.
Arthur asked, "What you doing nowadays,
Fancy?"

"Me, I don't have to do nothing," Fancy
smiled. "Do some training up at the club
every afternoon. But work? Ho\v, I don't have
to work, man. Horses work, mos. What's a
john got to work for if he got a nice goose
keeping him in the pennies?"

" You'se a lucky rooker, then," Arthur said.
"Got a goose up in Walmer. Some piece,

that. Her old man don't kno\v about it either.
Man, I tell you," •
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coming hard and short through his wet mouth,
and he carried a smell of stale liquor and sweat
with-him'.

I finished the sherry and fingered what
was left of the lager, waiting for the opening
move. Arthur had noticed the shark, too, and
had cut the conversation to peer sideways at
him, saying something under his breath and
scowling. The shark felt in the pocket of his
greasy shirt and found a crumbled cigarette.
When he put it to his mouth, it stuck to the
lower lip, dangling awkwardly.

" Got a match, pal?"
I got them out, pushing the box along the

counter towards him. He lighted up and blew
smoke.

" Thanks."
His small reddish eyes shifted in their watery

pouches and fastened on what was left in my
glass. I could smell him close to me, and hear
his jerky breath.

Then Bruisky moved up from the other end
of the bar. He looked at the shark and then
at me. "This good-for-nothing bothering you?"

"No. He's okay," I said, feeling a little
awkward.

"What you want?" Bruisky asked the shark.
"Just standing, Mister Bruisky." A thick,

grimy hand that shook a little, went up to th~

mouth and removed the cigarette, tugging it
loose from the lip.

" If you don't want a drink, you can't stand
about here."

"Okay, Mister Bruisky." The voice whined
wetly. " Okay."

" Go avay, man."
"Hell, give him a drink," I found myself

saying.
"You sure?"
" Go on, give him a drink." I didn't look at

the shark. Bruisky glared at him and reached
for the wine bottle and poured a tumbler full.
I put money down on the counter, still not look
ing at the shark.

One the other side of me, Arthur s'aid,
"What for you wasting your chink on a blerry
bum-slinger for?"

"Take it easy," I told him. "Hold your
head. It's my money, isn't it?"

He glowered at the shark for a moment and
then turned to resume his conversation with
Fancy. The shark looked at me and grinned
crookedly, his eyes screwing up inside the folds
of greyish flesh. " Thanks, paL"

" Forget it," I said and turned to my drink.
Fancy- was saying, " . .. should have seen the

one I had before this one. Left her man for
me, ou pal/'

" Had me a goose on the Port Elizabeth run,"
Arthur said, trying to hold his own.

"Let me tell you, pal," Fancy said, "That
one was really wake-up. But I got tired of her,
mos, so I told her to stroll. To tell the truth,
it was I who blew, really. A couple of months
and then I blew. Let's have another roun'."
He beckoned to Bruisky and then looked my
way. " 'Nother one, pal?"

" Okay, thanks. Just a small one again."
(( la," Fancy went on, while Bruisky poured

the drinks. "They come and they go. This one
walked out on her man for me, and I walked
out on her. He was a no-good bogger, anyway.
Never met him, hey, -but she told me he was
always on the bottle. Tapped like a bogger.
Fired up every night and couldn't leave it alone.
So she strolled, and there was me, rerry, willing
and able."

" These women," Arthur said. "She go back
to her ou;J"

"How; no. Scared, I reckon. Last time I
heard about her she was in one of those houses.
These gooses can make money easy." He
laughed and added, reminiscently, "Real nice
goose. Name of Lily McDaniels."

"You a light lucky juba," Arthur said, and
tossed down his brandy.

Fancy said, " Have another roun'."
I said to Arthur, "You got to drive."
"Man, I can drive any time, pal." He

patted my shoulder and said to Fancy. "He
gets worried. The same if you don't min', pal."

A matter
of honour

WE PARKED THE LORRY one one side of the
square and climbed down from the driving
cabin. It was one of those autumn mornings,
with the sky pale grey like cheap flannel. Up
the street leading off the square, the women
were hanging out the morning wash on lines
strung along the pavements, hoping the rain
would not come before the stuff dried. Over in
front of the Kismet General Store, an old man
wrapped in an ancient overcoat dozed in a
patch of luke-warm sunlight while a scrawny
cat, the colour of dirty dough, sniffed around
his cracked shoes. A gang of children who
should have been at school broke up their
kennetjie game in the middle of the square, to
come over and gaze in awe at the vast mud
spattered sides of the truck and try to spell
out the lettering, SUBCONTINENTAL
TRANSPORT, wiping their noses on their
wrists and whispering secretively 'among them
selves.

Arthur peeled off his driving gloves and
shoved them into the hip pocket of his jeans
and we strolled over towards the Buckingham
on the other side of the square. A bunch of
sharks, nondescript as cracks in the pavement,
hung around the Non-European entrance and
watched us come. We went through the gap
they made for us and through the swing-doors
without giving them a look, knowing that in a
little while one or t\,,"o of them would drift in
to try to bum a drink.

The bar-room was low and cool and there
was a smell of damp sawdust and beer in the
air. Over against a wall, under the mounted
eland and kudu horns and the Boer War pic
tures, two men chatted quietly over their
glasses. At that time of the day the place
was newly scrubbed and quiet, waiting for the
morning drinkers.

We moved up to the bar and stood there, el
bows on the smooth teak, waiting until Bruisky,
the bannan came in from the European side.
He was short and plump and shaven. There
was no hair on the middle of his skull, but
above his ears and around the back it was
thick and dark and curly. On the pinkie of his
left hand a diamond gleamed dully enough to
be expensive.

Bruisky got a swab from under the counter
and wiped the top of it for no reason at all,
the way barmen do, and said: '" Allo. You
boys just get in? J)

"South \Vest," Arthur told him. "Dry as
hell."

South Vest Africa? Far., far. But is nice
vhen you got company, hey?"
He smiled at me. "How you keeping sonny
boy?"

"I'm fine. How you, Mister Bruisky?"
Arthur said, "Gimme a double and a ginger

ale."

ALE X L A GUM A, author of A Walk in the
Night and And a Threefold Cord, is under
24-hour house arrest in Athlone, Cape. His
wife, a nurse, is banned from all social and
political activity. La Guma was an official
of the South African Coloured People's
Congress.
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laughed and I looked back at them, feeling
my face redden.

FANCY S TE PFED OFF the pavement towards the
shark, squaring off as if he was back' in the
ring. He danced in, feinting and laughing softly
to himself, and the old boy watched him come,
backing away. The crowd yelled and jeered
at him, telling him to fight, but he kept on
retreating further into the square. Then some
body got behind him and gave him a push,
so that he \vent forward right into Fancy.

Fancy hit him low and his fist landed in the
soft, flabby flesh with the sound of a melon
dropping. The shark gasped and began to fold,
his face working. Fancy moved in again and his
fists jolted befon~ he danced back. He ,vas
showing off, all right. The flabby man went
down on his toes and hands, his lungs wheezing
and his eyes bulging. The crowd jeered savagely
at hinl.

He climbed back to his feet, shaking his head
ta get his long matted hair out of his eyes.
Fancy watched him, shadow-boxing for the
crovld's eLltertainInent. He grinned at the shark
and jeered, " Come on, oupa.'J

I did not like that, him m2king a fool of that
soggy old boy.

The shark stood there, his shoulders hunched
and his arms hanging at his sides. Then he lost
his head and charged. Fancy s""'ung again and
again, and then it was all over.

The shark lay on the pavement on his back
a~d breathed small bubbles of blood. Fancy
stood ove:- him for a moment and then shrugged,
laughing, straigtened his clothes and \vent into
the pue"

I did not like going in there again, so I just
stood looking at the shark, shaking my head and
feeling awkw~lrd. After a while he sat up, pain
fully, and fingered his broken lips. He was
looking sick, all right.

Arthur came out of the bar. "Come on, \ve
blow," he said, Somebody was helping the shark
to stay upright.

"I don't understand it," Arthur said, as we
\v.alked to'Ndrds the lorry. "How come did
that ou \vant to start the fight in the first place?
That Fancy wasn't bothering him. We was just
standing there talking about some women. I
don't understand it." .

,( Fancy is just a basket," I said, feeling
angry.

Vie climbed up into the driving-cabin and
.A.rthur started her up. The Diesel hummed and
thundered '1nd then settled do\vn.
" You feeling okay?" I asked.

,( Yes, man. Two, three drinks. Dammit."
Then the shark came around the back of the

lorry and past us, mopping his face, still breath
ing harshly from the effort of the fight.

Arthur stuck his head through the windo\\'
and called down, "Hey, old dad, how come did
you go for that john, man?"

The shark looked up, grinning a little with
his split lips, and said, hoarsely above the sound
of the Diesel, "Well, it was a matter of
honour, like. You see, pally, my name is John
Adam McDaniels." •

danced away, pulling the shark with him so
that the raging man stumbled clumsily, tearing
his shirt.

Arthur said, surprised, "Why, the old . . ."
Then Bruisky was there, saying, "Cut it out.
No trouble here. If you want' to fight, fight
oudside."

The shark had his hand on Fancy's, trying
to wrestle loose and breathing hard. Fancy
turned hin1 about and shoved him over tow2rds
the swingdoors, releasing him at the same time
so that he stumbled out, scattering the group
gathered on the pavement around the entrance.

We all '.vent outside after Fancy: Arthur and
I and the other men who had been drinking.
Bruisky didn't come. I said to Arthur: "Hey,
you better ~top hinl, man. He'll murder that
old boy."

" Ach," f\rthur said. "He asked for it, do~ t
I say?"

The shark was out in the square, looking
\vild. Fancy stood on the edge of the pavement
and there v/as a look in his face I did not like.
He looked as if he was going to enjoy closing
up this old boy.

There \vere other people gathered around now,
\It'omen and children and a few more men, 2.11
standing in the grey autumn morning and
waiting. I moved up beside Fancy and put a
hand on his arm.

I said, "Hell, F3ncy . . ." But he shook
me off so that I staggered aside. The cro\yd
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I LOOKED AT THE SHARK. He had his thick
hands, palms down, on the counter, and his
face turned past me, looking at Fancy. Arthur
put his glass down and gazed at the shark. In
the mirror I could see Fancy's face flush pink
under his tan colour.

" You talking to me, pal?" he said.
"Who then?" the shark said. "You'se a

basket and you can go to hell on a broomstick."
Fancy moved away fronl the bar and walked

around Arthur and me, up to the shark. He
moved like a cat and his eyes were bright and
cold. I said, "Take it easy, Fancy. He's just
an old boy." But he did not take any notice of
me.

The shark had turned his back against the
bar and was locking at Fancy, and I could hear
his breathing again, hard and short and jerky.
The pouches of his face 'were quivering and
there was a look of rage in his bloodshot eyes.

I said, " Take it easy, dad."
He didn't look at me, either, but kept his

eyes on Fancy, and Fancy reached out and
took the front of his greasy shirt in his fist
and said: "You old . . . Y Oll want to get
donnered?"

Then the other seemed to lose his temper
and he swung widly at Fancy's face. Fancy
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. . . brilliant passages in CIark and Soyinka
which suggest that at the' height of their
development .the.se two should be capable of
important work.

"It was a terrible tide for fishing, but we
were young and hungry enough to think
we could break fresh seasons." (CLARK)
BEGGAR: Then we had rain more than I had
ever known in my life. And the soil not only
held the water, but it began to show off a
leaf here and - there. . . even on cola trees
which had been stunted from birth ... Nothing
could keep up from the farms from the mo
ment ~hat the shoots came through the sur
face, and all through the months of waiting.
We went rcund the plantains and rubbed our
skins against them, lightly, so that the ten
derest bud could not be hurt. This was the
closest that we had ever felt to one another.
This 'was the moment that the village became
a clan and the clan a household ... We even
forgot to bef... But it turned out to have
been an act of spite. The feast was not
meant for Uf, but for the locusts.
MAKURI: Locusts!
BEGGAR: They came in hordes, and squatted
on the land. It only rook an hour or two
and the village returned to normal.
ALU: (moaning) Ay-ii, Ay-ii. (SOYINKA)

A climax of real feeling in Alu's moan,
and the beggar's dry disgust. Amused my
self wondering what Clark would think
about Soyinka's passage and vice-versa.
Clark might say Soyinka's passage was
idyllic - pastoral - sentimental. Also that
Soyinka was describing readily observable
phenomena; stuff that could almost be
photographed; external writing, albeit of a
very high order, whereas he was doing the
infinitely more difficult thing of getting in
side people. Soyinka might wonder why
Clark goes in for rhythmic cliches like

"Look up, and see! The moon's fresh
bowl

Is quite upturned."

•For me the point of any writing is \vis-
dom: being perceptive about people's lives.
An observation like Clark's, quoted above;
or Shakespeare's "Who hath honour, him
that died Wednesday"; or Lewis CarroIl's
"Never mind what the words mean, it's
who is master." Or Richard 'Vright's "I
went to Africa to find the sonofabitch who
sold my father into slavery." Or " The \vhite
man love me like a brother, but not like a
brother-in-law." This is the kind of per
ception that makes writing important and
the writer unique. Joyinka and Clark seem
to me very concerned with this kind of per
ception, but sometimes palm us off with

the consecrated cliche.
" ... each day son1e poor fellow is either going
out \vith a hiss or making his brief entrance
with a howl, and the women wail going to
bed, and \vake up wailing, for their seeds are
eaten ~p by the black beetle." (CLARK)

SO does Soyinka.
"I heard the cricket scr:ltch himself beneath
the armpit as the old-man said to me, ' I shall
be here -t.") give account'." (SOYINKA)

These cosmic turns of phrase are meant
to lend· weight and so is the allegory that

both writers fall into. J. P. Clark's Raft is
the world. (" We are all adrift and lost
and grope; \ve are all adrift and lost")
Pity. When the Raft is simply a raft it is
exciting - the wrangling, the songs, the
chit-chat, the romantic darkness, the danger,
the mischief, the memories; that marvellous
longing of Ogra's to do what he did as a
child and swim out to the boat. Follo\ved,
alas, by the symbolic, unlikely business of
the people on the boat deliberately letting
him dro\vn.

What is the point of symbolism? Why
not write directly? If a thing is complex
nothing else can stand for it surely. Soyinka's
Swamp-Dwellers is a Nigerian parable.
Makuri and Alu represent the humbly
accepting superstitious peasants; the blind
beggar is the soul of the country, longing
for change and for leadership, etc., etc.
" The deepest emotion aroused by allegory
as allegory is a sense of the writer's ingen
ui ty in overcoming a difficulty we should
prefer his not having attempted to over
come". (POE)

Soyinka might argue that the parallel
between his play and the Nigerian situation
was only at the very back of his mind.
Nonetheless the effort of sustaining parallels
dissipates one's efforts. The characters
suffer. To sustain the parallel Makuri and
AIu have only to be a typical old couple,
teasing, bullying, tut-tutting, etc. On this
level they are delightful - her patient
exasperation with him for example, and her
very very mild contempt. Yet Soyinka has
as sharp an eye as anyone, and had he not
got caught up in the toils of allegory he
'Nould have \vanted to look at Makuri and
Alu more closely. And if there was nothing
much to see he wouldn't have bothered to
\vrite about them. Or perhaps done a
Chekov, saying all the tilne "This is the
kind of unsatisfactory, empty life people
lead". But why bother to do a Chekov?

Chekov's been done already.

•
There is a kind of craftiness behind all

allegory. One tells oneself - oh what is
actually happening on stage may seem a
trifle banal and simple minded but really
it has a heavenly meaning. Obscurity is
used· by many writers in the same way. It
is a kind of anxiety - if we say clear~y

what we want to say we begin to wonder
why we bother to say it. Obscurity is wish
fulfilment. A hope (so intense it becomes a
certainty, like a liar on the witness stand)
that there in all that beautiful murk lies a
deep truth which only fools can't see.
Scratch any obscurity you find a cliche, if
you find anything. The point of speech
should be to clarify. The rest is music,
mood-stuff, assonance, sound. That phrase,
sound suggesting sense, is misleading. The
sense suggested by any sound is of a very
low order. Sound produces an impressive
range of mood of emotion but not of
thought.

This leads me to the question, why does,
Clark write verse-plays.

Poetry often seems to me a relic; a quaint
way of arranging words. The raison d'etre
used to be rhyme, assonance, metric count,
and, long ago, parallelism.

"He asked for water and she gave him
milk;

She brought forth butter in a lordly
dish."

No\V that all these pleasures are slightly
dated, why not write it all down as prose.
The whole tradition of poetry makes it a
kind of temple with the sort of predictable
aura and emotional stance that the writer
\vho wants to break new ground must surely
tip-toe quietly away from.

•
Both these plays show a Nigeria steeped

in superstition and religion. Soyinka in
The S"wamp-Dwellers comes out bitterly
against the corrupt priesthood but is this
only because it is corrupt? What are the
African writers, who are usually sophisti
cated intellectuals, going to do with their
gods? Abandon them, or use them for dec
oration? If there is anything to be said for
religion nowadays an African must say it.
That is the continent where faith has been
most absolute in the past few hundred years.

e
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discus.ses with'

the meaning of

Commonwealth literature

and its interaction with

the English tradition-

NKOSILEWI,S

DANThe Colonial
,and the
Metropolitan

NKOSI: Dan, this S eptelnber there is something
called the COlnmonwealth Arts Festival in
Britain. It is often argued amongst politicians
that the whole concept of a Commonwealth 
political concept of a Comlnonwealth is a sha1n.
I wonder, is this concept a viable one in terms
of literature? .

JACOBSON: I suppose the extent to which it is
viable in literature does depend in some"measure
on the extent to which .it is viable in politics.
But I think it's also true that whatever may
happen politically it is quite clear that over the
last fifteen or twenty years wc have seen the
development of a -literature which is in English,
but not English ~nd not America.n. And whether.
one calls this Commonwealth literature or gives
it some other name seems to me of relatively
little importance. The writing is being done and
it seems to me to be of a recognisable kind.

NKOSI: Is thel"e anything that unites this
literature, apal·t frol1l language?

JACOBSON: I'd say little apart from language,
but language is so much in any literature, the
fact that a writer writes in English does create
common ground immediately between himself
and anyone else 'writing in English. And while
you may say that this· should bind him equally
to American literature, in fact we know that it
simply hasn't done so, that the Commonwealth
writers do turn towards England for an
audience, for intellectual sustenance of some
kind, and for the sense of being involved in
some way in a common effort.

NKOSI.: I pl'esilme that this has something to
do wuh the fact that these colonial countries
have a special l'elationship w'ith Britain, that is
extra-literary-in other words, that is econ01nic
and political?

JACOBSON: That's economic, political and
historical. And here of course we do come back
to the political question. But in fact whatever
I won't say whatever may happen in the political
sphere-in the cultural sph~res the lines it seems
to me are so well established by now, the tracks,
the paths are so well beaten tha t these \vill
continue to be followed.

NKOSI: The other thing that we know is the
debt that the colonial countries owe to the nletro
pole. Can you tell us whether you see anything
that can be 01' has been contributed by the
colonial countries, that is again in tenns of
literature, to the metropolitan culture?

JACOBSON: Well, I think what they can con
tribute are good books. There haven't been a
great many really outstanding works, there never
are. But there have been some. And this
development is one which it seems to me the
metropolitan country should indeed be grateful
for: it is obvious the writers don't write as
they do in order to repay any debt consciously,
but nevertheless it is curiously flattering to
the metropolitan country that their literature,
their social examples and so on should have had

the kind of effect they have had. And the
Commonweal~h or colonial writers in many
cases positively do not wish to pay this flattery,
they resent what the metropolis imposed upon
them or imparted to .them, which is a perfectly
legitimate reactioll. 'The relationship as I see it
Inust be one full of ambiguity and ambivalences
on both sides.

NKOSI: Is there a possibility that throuah the
colon~al writer's use of the English la~guage
that -zn fact the language itself may be extended
to cover certain forms of feeling or social forms,
that hcrve been neglected by the metropolitan
v.n·iters going out to the colonies? Do you see
this as another contribution?

JACOBSON: I think this most certainly happened
-it happened in American literature Y",hich of
course is 7he great example as it were going
before any other literature emerging in the
English language, and I see absolutely no reason
why it shouldn't happen again in the different
Commonwealth countries. On the other hand I
think it is im~ortant, I think it's significant, that
what I conSider at any rate to be the best
Commonwealth writers have written a very good
English prose. This 'is one of the things tha t
marks them off so sharply from the Americans.
There has been in the actual use of the langu
age, there has been relatively little experimenta
tion of a self-conscious kind. But there has been
an almost ironic use of English literary forms to
portray areas of experience for which those forms
were originally never designed. .

NKOSI: Yes, isn't there also a danger that
through this .timidity in using the English langu
age in a new and experimental fOlonz, that the
colonial writel', at least the writer within the
Comrnonwealth, may neglect cel·tain forms of
experience that lie outside the metropolitan
C'..I.Zture?

JACOBSON: No, I don't think so. I cavil at the
word timidity because - I suppose I'm just
by temperament suspicious of self-conscious
jiggery pokery with the language. If the ex
perience demands a language of a slightly
different kind to that of the English, normal
E.nglish usag~, it will appear in the \vork, this
difference Will appear natural, it will be
naturalised within the work. I mean you see it
for instance in V. S. Naipaul's A House for MT.
Biswas where the dialogue is of a kind of English
one never hears in England or one hears onIv
in certain parts of England. Whereas the narra-
tive appears to be traditional, straightforward
English narrative prose. But in fact his
narrative is strong enough to naturalise the
dialogue as it were, and the dialogue is strong
enough to give a special flavour to the narrative.
And this 5eems to me the most profitable and
healthiest 'way of going about it.

NKOSI: There is of course a parallel p'rocess
in Nigeria.

JACOBSON: Ab~:olutely.

NKOSI: Especially i,z the literature of these

screeds, these pal1zphlets that are sold for say
sixpence a copy in the streets. They're usually
written in this very viable form-a form of
distortion of the English language really_ This'
of COUl'se does introduce another aspect of the:
problem: how far you can go c.hanging the
1!~glish l~nguage without becoming purely
tdzosYllcrattc.

JACOBSON: And purely local. Well, I think' the
English language is a wonderful language, it can
take an immense amount, and yet remain
English. A case in point which I often think of
is Huckleberry Finn, which is written in a.classic
English. I mean the book is a classic' as they
say, very much so. And yet the English is'that
which no Englishman in 1880 would have dreamt
of writing. And the point about it was that
Twain's material and his society demanded this
language and he gave tongue to it. And when
~he impulsi.on is that of expressing or encapsulat- .
lng a society truthfully and profoundly, the
language can I'm sure absorb almost any area,
any kind (·f experience. What I was cavilling
against was the way we put the cart before the
horse, as it were, and imagine that by surface
~orking upon the prose. we will reach the depths'
Instead of the depths Imposing the form upon
the surface.

•
NKOSI : Yes, the other problem, Dan, that in
terests 1ne tS whether you don't see some kind of
tension or conflict within the colonial writer's
'Work, stem,ning frorn his adherence to EUT.opean
forms.; say for instance the concep.t of the anti
hero or T. S. Eliot's concept of the disassociation
of values, or the kind of metaphysical despair
that one finds in Beckett. And there are certain
very pl'actical demands that are made on the
colonial writer to be more descriptive about his.
~ociety. 0: to re~lder- coherent certain social forms
zn soczettes whzch are after all in the process of
being forn'led, that are not fully formed. And
surely one of the writer's responsibilities is to
,!zake these social forms coherent to the society
ttself before he can also follow stylistic tenden
ci~s he 111USt absorb to a certain extent through
htS awareness of what European writers are
doing.

JACOBSON: I think the point you've made is a
valid one, that writers can be very easily tempt~d

away from the truth of their own experience in
order to be fashionable-to put it very unkindly.
Or simply in order to feel themselves within the
mainstream of European or American or world
consciousness, if you like. Now this certainly is
a problem for a v/riter from one of the Common
wealth countries, but then it's a problem for
any writer. His relationship to the dominant
literary forms of his time is bound to be one of
temptation and resentment I think. And if a
colonial writer writes about the waste land, let
us say, and this is true to his experience, to his
real and to his imaginative experience, then I
have no argument with him.
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the book. I \\'ant to avoid the tone of explana
tion. This is something I feel increasingly, and
something I rather dislike about some of the
other stuff I've written, that there is so much
explanation In it. I think this shows a lack of
concentration upon what one is writing about, it
shows the diversion of the tension to the hypo
thetical reaction of the hypothetical audience.
And I :believe one should be absolutely single
minded about what is being put down.

NKOSI: The last question, Dan. Y'DU have spoken
about the tradition and the colonial writer's
awareness c:f, say;, the metropolitan tradition in
the arts, in litelature especially. And you have
said that as a colonial person you have never
taken this ttadition .too much for granted, in the
manner in which say an English-born writer may
tend to do, or may in fact be privileged to do
so. I wonder if there is another corollary to this
and whether you see a colonial writer as in a
sense paradoxically emancipated from too great
a burden of Jradition, from too much self-con
sciousness of tradition and the past?

JACOBSON: I'd be very hesitant to say so actu
ally, beca.ase I think traditions, if they are living
traditions, and felt vitally within those affected
by them, are not a burden-are a stimulus and
a companionship almost. And obviously no
\vriter from a colonial country can feel that he
has a direct and simple relationship to the
English metropolitan tradition, his relationship
must be in many 'ways an uneasy one. But this
uneasiness is not, it seems to me, one of absence
of a tradition. One can't be without a tradition.
All one can hope for is that the colonial or
Commonwealth writer will take what he wants
from it-that's what traditions are for. That he
will not regard the tradition as some kind of
enonnous mausoleum which he must inspect and
bow down before, but as something which he can
learn from and leave-walk away from-when
it pleases him.

NKOSI: I was thinking, when I was talking about
the burden, I 'lvas thinking for instance about
the way in which people here will say, talking
about style, well;, this has been done before. I
mean this kind of realistic novel has been written
before, this kind of naturalistic novel has been
written before. You know, you want to go be
yond this. Surely if, say you are an African
writer, there is so much urgency about the con
tent of your 'Work that you can't be too sophisti
cated about the sort of styles or different styles
given to vou. You say what you want to say
because it~s so urgent to say it

JACOBSON: I believe that is the way literature is
written, by saying what you want to say because
you have to say it. People may say this or that
is-the realistic novel is-dead for instance.
Then somebody produces a good realistic novel;
he's shown that the realistic novel is not dead.
I mean there are these voices crying continually
instructions and directions and so on, which are
largely to be ignored, it seems to me. I'm a great
believer in the writer pleasing hiInself-pleasing
himself or pledsing ~that has to be pleased
within him is perhaps the best way of putting
~ .

NKOSI: I t seems to me that it's still 'Very diffi
cut 'to imagine how the kind of European pessi
mis1n· that one finds' here could be adhered to by
a colonial writer, who surely lives in that third
part of the fL'orld which is still in the process
of building and creating new social forms.

JACOBSON: I agree. But I said if this is the
truth of his experience, if the waste land is the
truth. of his experience, then he must be true
to it~ But if it isn't, if in fact there is no war
rant for it, or less warrant for it than there
might be in ~ome other place, that he claims this
experience as his own, then he is not being true
to his" experience 'and the work is bound to
suffer. And if his society has genuine elements
of vitality 2nd strength arid growth in it and he
deliberately, for the sake of Beckett, turns his
back on this, then his work is going to suffer.
And retribution will be swift and sure!

NKOSI: I'm also thinking 'of the other danger
which s.tems from the demands of the society
itself.

JACOBSON: That's a very good point.

NKOSI : Which has to' solve certain very basic
practical problems like how much food society
wants to have. Chinua Achebe, for ins,tance,
has mentioned the fact that he's always aware
of his social responsibility, which to a European
writer may seem to be even extTa-literary.

JACOBSON: Yes. I thought the one piece of his
which I read on the subject very iUuminating
and well put. The point is he genuinely feels
those responsibilities, and therefore he must
write out of them. And he does so \vith extra
ordinary success as we know. If a writer doesn't
genuinely feel those responsibilities, but feels
them is it ""ere on the top of his head, this will
also show. You know, the famous Lawrence
dictum: never trust the artist, trust the tale,
trust what he writes. And this is as true of
Coinmonwealth writers and of their particular
preoccupation as of any other. It's very easy to
talk oneself into or out of ~ocial responsibilities.
But both talking oneself into ,them and talking
oneself out of them are bad. One must simply
try to be as veracious as possible to one's real
experience.

NKOSI: Yes, to concur them to your own work.
What do you consider your contribution to the
metropolitan culture, as a colonial writer espec
ially?

JACOBSON: I can't really answer that. I have no
idea. You know, I hope what I've written has
been-other people have found it interesting and
useful in some vlay, in whatever way writing is
useful. 'I don't feel myself to be committed to
any particular programme inwardly at all, or to
achieve particular ends with \vhat I'm writing.

NKOSI: You don't feel any particular urge to
instru.ct the people about your background and
expenence that may not C01ne to hand for them?

JACOBSON: 'Well, I'd say I'm trying to avoid this
feeling as uluch as possible. I want what is un
familiar in my background to the metropolitan
reader to appear as naturally as possible ,vithin
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A RADIO PLAY

PART TWO

f,

III the first act, the Catechist refuses
the pleas of his student son David to
pay tribute to the juju worshipped by
a secrc!t society of 'Z,vhich he and his
cousin Daniel are mel1lbers, unbe
known to the Catechist or his priest,
Father Galligan. If the juju is defied,
the defier's nearest relati've must kill
hi}}!. The Catechist denies that the
JUJU is iml1lortal and is detennined to
shoot it down, when, that night, it is
to C0771e and exact tribute.

o BIB. E G BUN A, a !\~iaeria7! studying law
in London, is the a~l!lJ.~· of a llo·vel, Wind
versus Polygamy ~lg:' ., ;;play The Anthill, as
well as Divinity,: (h~ginally a stage play and
later adapted for broadcasting on the AfTican
Ser'vice of the BBC. The first act was pub-

.. .'. :iis.h-e4.:in:4J;l'gll~t.: .':':. :.-= ',~; :', :.~.:""',.: -...:. '";.,:--:; .~.;!

Night Sounds. Cicadas.
Sound of running feet and heavy breathing

CATECHIST: Who's that. Stop, I say, or I'll
shoot.

DANIEL: (Breathless with running) Sir, sir,
put your gun down. It's me.

CATECHIST: Daniel! You fool! I might have
shot you down. What are you doing here on
the hill at midnight? And tonight of all nights!

DANIEL: Sir, I must talk to you at once.
CATECHIST: What, now? At this crucial time

when the juju will be walking up that path any
moment?

DANIEL: That is why you must listen to me.
It is urgent.

CATECHIST: What is it tha! can't wait till
tomorrow morning?

DANIEL: If you don't listen now, sir, there
will be no tomorrow for either you or ....
(hestitates).

CATECHIS T: Or whom? Come on, speak up,
Daniel. We h,.ven't got all night.

DANIEL: (haltingly) Sir, there is something
you must know.

CATECHIST: (impatiently) Yes?
DANIEL: Well, em, I mean, well . . . no! I

can't! I can't!
CATECHIST: In that case, clear out of this

spot at once. It is not safe for hysterical boys
like you.

DANIEL: (almost in tears) Sir, you must not
fire that gun whatever you do. This v/hole thing
is more complicated than you think. Give it up.
Go home now, now, now!

CATECHIST: (pat1·onisingly) Why don't you
go. ho~e y~urs_el~(, ~on? J ,1.'now you are worrying
abbut) lme; ':~nd" r £~ 'gm teflil. ,But it is no use.
If 'llielie -:Was ~lle' ~jno't 'sf :chcHiee of me chang
ing,my~~n4.;; o~!inow jc:is:txo$:.1you. who would
b~ _hetre,. ,', iss~4ing, I»~,' but,> my sBny David.
l{~ ...' s' )~.( jiQm~, .~a:i~iPi·l.qr'\ ~'.., ~,e.. Qught to
kfl W'his Jfutbetts 'way's, dori~t I yo'u "thllik?' And
he"::}ias "accep et! ~!tlle!!"iin:evitaoie.:·--WhY ·:-don't
yo\:v.!:~:i'.'." ~.~.~:. ,=; : ·'.:!!I'~ ,:" :~ .. ~ '0': .. ' ':;' •.....

('fly;.- ~~o.rJl-l-<?~ll begif.!'i J If? ,;sql>f.fu1 .-aJ-:-. fl. diHpjffe)
cATEcinsT: What IS .tAa~( _: ' ',; ;.. ~" .' ~
DANIEL: (horrified) Gnd '! THe' tbfu~toh1! THey

a~e· h~r~"r .... : '~" ;.: ..' .,- , " ", ' . '., >,~ "~"
~ 'Ct\TEcms~':, Leave ~me cit .once. 'Fly'r .,. I •

.\S"Ou1'laS oT: r'uhntizi' ftet; :-fadzng tiiL'ay 'g~'ad
uaU'!j. ·.:The..:..tJ;1riz--td1n :-lfiJU1?,ds' .tieare'r and :~earer.

A I1lG .~th9l. j ,'!!If;. :iga ,dpYms,. ':The" jf.(jtl: beg~'~ to
si~gl>; the. hencftlY.J.,en i ,cha~ting ..i':l: ..Tespons..{?.).

··CATECHlST:.· :(shout's) ,Al.I., rigXl'~.r, .-Stq:p; .,~ll~re
you are! JUJu' and "alU,' You've "'COlne "near
enough!

(The noise of the playing stops instantly).
CATECHIST: I want you all to get off the

....:
:: -, ;"';-<;,~

.. ~ .

Mission property at once. At once, do you hear
me? At onc~!

(In answer, the juju begins a defiant chant.)
CATECHIST: (b,-eathing 1nore heavily) Stop,

I tell you. I've got a gun.
(The chanting sounds nearer.)
CATECHIST: This is the last warning. Don't

push me any more.
(Chanting nea'rer still. The tempo increases and
'Z.1Jith it the te'llsion).

CATECHIST: All right, as a man of God, I'll
give you cne more chance. I will count ten.
And, if at the count of ten you don't stop,
I will shoot down your juju. You hear me?

(The playing continues even nearer.)
CATECHIST: One! Two! Three! Four! Five!

Six! Seven! Eight . . . I'n1 warning you!
Nine ... I warn you! Ten!

(Tuo Teports of a double-barrelled gUll.

Silence.)
CATECHIST: He is down! The juju is down!

I thought they said he was immortal! (sighs 'With
relief) Thanks be to Thee, 0 God. Now that
Thy servant has done his duty, he must return
to Thy House and give thanks. And then I must
go home and tell David! (chuckles with tri
lt1nph) Wait till he hears the good tidings! ...

(Cicadas. Then catechist humming merrily:
U Onward Christian soldiers, marching as to
war . .. ")

CATECHIST: (in l1zerry t1-iU111ph) I am home,
David, victorious beyond dreams!

(Rattle of key in the keyhole.)
CATECHIST: I told you I would cripple the

juju, didn't I? Well, I've ...
(Door opens)
CATECHIST: Lord of mercy! The room is in

darkness_ David must have gone to bed. I won
der where the matchbox is. Where did I leave
it this morning? Let me see . . . yes! on the
cupboard near the back window. I hope I can
get to it without stumbling on anything. Care
ful, now. I must say one thing for the younger
generation: they certainly have less irnagina
..tiQI) than rnine. In my days, a boy would sit up
aU'..:'~light if his father were involved in a crisis
likti, ~is.. Still, if Our Lord forgave his disciples
,v,hep '{b,e.x fell asleep at Gethsemane, who am
l "tq 'fe,prinup,d my boy for not keeping vigil
an) 'night ·d.iu;iJ;lR., my humble crisis? Oh here

" ." ., '

we ,are. .
," (Shaki;~g q(in.dl(:.he.s. .in box)
.. '~AtECHIST:' I kne:\'v,·.J: left the matches here.

(~(ri'kir~g.(he rna~ch)
cATEG~lsf: There! Well, pow, I'll pour my

self a glass 6f 'palm - wiri~.. I ,~e~tainly deserve
one. Now, where ..' .. Lord of mercy! David!
You' ate here'· after ~all. o,Asleep .in the chair.
Okay boy, ~t' up now. ~nd take' tnose t:lew 
paperS' off your chest.' (Pause) Okay e6y; stop
playing' gam'es ·with -me now. I know you' ar~

gigghng behind ",those papers'. -(Pduse} }\:ll .right!.
If ··You· !tefuse· fo viake up,' I'll "pull you tip;
(Chi,lckles) 'Y'ou 'are not, too big for me yet',
you 'know. ~.' " " 0

(Rustle of pap'eT)
.CATECHI9T: Oh my God! 'David ~ ~lood?

Bullet holes? David?' "Oh my' 'iGod? 'What
have 1 done~ ,

I (The siJl!;ing of the juju and the henchnlel1

resunles in the distance).
CATECHIST: David? My son? Dead? By my

own bullets! (Almost delirious) But how? But
how? But how? ....

(Pause. Early morning birdsollg. Catechist
1nutters morning prayer. Gentle tap on door).

CATECHIST: (Broken voice) Who is it?
(Door opens)
FATHER G.: May I come in, Catechist? ...

Oh, I'm sorry, I see I've disturbed your morning
prayers.

CATECHIST: It's all right, Father Galligan.
Please come in.

FATHER G.: I came as soon as I got your
message. This is dreadful news.

CATECHIST: (Sighs) Most dreadful, Father.
FATHER G.: How did it happen?
CATECHIST: Only I-Ieaven knows. I came

in here and found his body.
FATHER G.: What happened at the place of

ambush? IJid you carry out my instructions?
CATECHIST: Word for word, Father. First I

ordered them off the Mission's property. Then
I warned them I had a gun. Finally, I gave them
ten counts. Exactly as you instructed.

FATHER: G. : Yet they never stopped?
CATECHIST: No. Instead they headed straight

for me. I had to shoot in self-defence.
FATHER G.: Did you actually see the juju

collapse?
CATECHIST: I thought I did. But now I'm

not so sure. Everything was like a nightmare,
hazy, horrifying, fiendish.

FATHER G.: Surely there must be an explana
tion!

CATECHIST: Yes, but what?
FATHER G.: Between the shooting and the

time you found David's body, did the gun
leave your possession?

CATECHIS T : Never!
FATHER G: Was the door still locked when

your returned?
CATECHIST: Certainly. I had to unlock it

\vith my o\vn key. David never left this room
last night.

FATHER G.: Any signs of people breaking into
the house?

CATECHIST: Not a single sign.
FATHER G.: This is inconceivable!
CATECHIST: I am not so sure, Father. Not

now. Perhaps the juju has some quality of divin
ity after all.

FATHER G.: What?
CATECHIST: \Vhat other plausible explanation

is there? The shots I fired at the juju nearly
a mile from here came to be embedded in mv
son's heart in this room. And, according to the
doctor's report, the time of the shooting and
the time of David's death coincided. To top it all,
a few minutes after I found David dead, the juju
began singing again as if nothing had happened.
The bullets haJ not so much as scratched him.
He must have some divine power indeed.

. fATHER: Stop blaspheming! I won't have
my catechist imagining things like a heathen.

CAT£CHI5T: Perhaps the trouble was that I
did' not' start -early enough. I might have saved
my son's life. . ,
:; F.~TH'~ G.: 'If Apraham was willing to sacri

fice his only son Isaac, to demonstrate his faith
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in God, why can't you? Have you forgotten Job
and his leprosy, Christ's temptations in the
wilderness, the martyrdom of His apostles?
Perhaps God did not want you to destroy just
the juju with bullets. He wants you to annihilate
the very conception of it with sheer Christian
faith, the same faith that made little David
annihilate 'Goliath, the giant, with a sling. A
demonstration of faith in God now that your
son is dead is the very last thing the juju
may expect. You must turn the tables against
them. They have hit you on one cheek. Now is
the time to turn the other. Only yesterday,
your faith was the envy of the Christian world.
You can't succumb now.

CATECHIST: No, Father. I did not do it for
faith. It was pride. I can see it all now.

FATHER G.: Nonsense!
CATECHIST: The poor boy begged me on his

knees not to do it. It was as if he knew it
was he who would pay the price, not me. And,
like a fool, I was too stubborn to listen. (sobs)
Lord of mercy! I murdered him! I mur . . .

(Urgent knocks on door)
FATHER G.: What's that?
CATECHIS T: Who is it?
(Doors opens)
CATECHIST: (Taken aback) Daniel!
FATHER G.: Daniel, what's the matter. You

are shaking like a leaf.
DANIEL: I heard you were here, Father

Galligan. So I came to make a confession. It
is very urgent.

CATECHIST: In that case, I think I'd better
go and ....

DANIEL: No, don't go, sir. I think you'd be
interested in what I have to say

FATHER G.: Well?
DANIEL: I killed David.
CATECHIST: What? You what?
DANIEL: No, sir, don't get me wrong. I

don't Inean killing in that sense. I mean tbat
I could have prevented his death but I didn't.
I feel responsible for his death.

CATECHIS T: You mean you actually know hov/
he died?

DANIEL: Yes;, sir.
CATECHIS T: Then tell me!
FATHER G.: Now Daniel, supposing you sit

down and tell us what this is all about. From
the beginning.

DANIEL: Thank you, Father Galligan.
CATECHIS T: \Vell, conle on. Don't keep me in

susoense.
FATHER G.: Easy Catechist, easy. Carry on,

Daniel.
DANIEL: David and I joined tbe Ozo-Ebu!1u

society secretly last year.
CATECHIST: ~hat!

FATHER G.: I thought as much. Go Oil,

Daniel.
DAl\.1JEL: We have a rule in the society:

whenever they have to deal \vith an enemy,
his nearest blood relative in the societv is as
signed the task of dealing with hinl. That vias
,vhat happened yesterday. They kne'w you were
determined to shoot at the juju., sir. So, your
son had to be made to put on the juju mask.
i\nd you shot him.

CATECHIS T : (groans) Why didn't you tell
me ? You could have stopped me.

DANIEL: \Vhy do you think I came running
down the hill? I tried to tell you then, but
I just couldn't. I was afraid. The penalty for
betraying the circle is death.

FATHER G.: But David was at home when
his father left. And the door was locked.

DANIEL : Yes, but he left soon afterwards.
It \vas his orders. The pretence to sit up and
read newspapers till his f'ather returned was all
part of the plan. The idea was to create the
impression that David never left the room that
night.

CATECHIS T: But how did his body get here
before I retul,'ned?

DANIEL: Oh ... that was easy. After he was
shot, he vias quickly unmasked, put on a
stretcher and rushed home. Remember, when you
came back, you went first to the chapel, to give
thanks. They used the key in David's pocket
to unlock the door. The rest was easy.

FATHER G.: The clever devils!
DANIEL: Then they hid in the bush outside

and waited. \X'hen you returned, they gave you
a ffiw minutes to discover the body and then
began their victory chant. They even gave me the
voice distorter and made me sing the juju solo.

CATECHIST: What! Was it you who was sing
;no )

... ~ANIEL: Yes, because with David dead, I be
came your nearest of kin in the circle.

FATHER G.: St Patrick! This is the most
incredible thing I ever heard in my life!

DANIEL: (lakes a deep b1'eath) And now,
Father Galligan, I've made my confession. Will
yeu please give me the last sacrament now?

FATHER G.: Last Sacrament! \Vhat are you
talking about?

DANIEL: I told you: the penalty for being
a traitor to the circle is death.

CATECHIST: But none of them knows you
have said anything.

FATHER G.: 'You don't think that, now that
\\le know what they are capable of doing, we
,vill betray you to them, do you?

DANIEL: That is immaterial, Father GaIli
gan. \Vhether the other members of the circle
know it or not, has nothing to do \vith it.

FATHER G.: \XThat do you mean?
DANIEL: No traitor to ~he circle outlive his

2ct of treachery by an hour. We took an oath
to this effect. i\nd it works no less than the
la\v of gravity. Divinity is omniscient, oInnipre
sent., omnipotent.

FATHER G.: Utter balderdash! You just told
us yoarself that the circle is only a secret society
of villagers. Even you have put on the mask.
\Vha t then is divine about it?

DANIEL: Father, I do not expect you to un
derstand. You see, Father Galligan, it is far
easier for a confirnled pagan to understand the
Holy Trinity of the Christian God, than for a
confirmed Christian to appreciate the divinity
of our juju. Thanks to my upbringing, I'm on
the borderline between the t\vo. I like to think
that I understand them both.

FATHER G.: Ha! \Vhat is there to understand
about this thing?

DANIEL: I see vou are still incredulous. Hov/
ever, my time is short, so I will just say to you
what I would say to a :G.lember of our circle

\vho jeered at the Holy Trinity of God.
FATHER G.: (satirically) Yes?
DANIEL: It is a mighty universe in which

we live. Most of the mysteries are yet unknown.
It is only a fool who does not appreciate his
own insignificance and pretends to know all.
A wise man does not presume to know, he
prefers to enquire. The youth of Africa today
has become like. a pendulum, oscillating between
Europe and Africa through turbulent cyclones
of dissimlar beliefs and contradicting philoso
phies of life. \Ve have inherited a dilemma. Our
only key to this dilemma is enquiry, not dog
matism. Dogmatism is the most virulent enemy
of clear-thinking, Father Galligan. Whether in
Christianity or juju mysticism.

FATHER G.: You're talking blasphemy,
Daniel!

DANIEL: (groans) Oh ... I'm feeling tired.
I feel faint.

CATECHIST: Poor boy! Look, Father Galli
gan, his eyes are turning white.

FATHER G.: Do you have some brandy here
Catechist ? '

CATECHIST: Yes, over there. On the table
behind you.

FATHER G.: Good. (pause) Here, Daniel take
thi~ glass, and I'll pour you S0me brandy. It \vill
reVIve you presently, and make the supersti
tious ingredients evaporate from that crowded
head of yours, I hope.

DANIEL: (hoarse) Thank you, Father.
(Cork out of bottle. Pouring of liquid)

TT FATHER G.: Hold your hand steady, Daniel.
What is the matter with you?

CATECHIST: Hey! Father, hey! Catch him.
He is falling off the chair.

eNoise of body crashing lO the flooT and the
breaking of glass).

FATHER G.: Daniel! Daniel!
CATECHIST: \Xlhat shall \ve do now? Lay him

Or! the bed?
F/i.THER G.: Wait, let me examine him first.
(Pause).
CATECHIST: Why are you looking like that

Father Galligan? '
FATHER G.: Good God! It can't be.
CATECHIST: What is it, Father Galligan?
FATHER G.: He is dead. Daniel is dead.
CATECHIST: What? Let me see! You're right

Fa~her. Then he must be right, too. '
FATHER G.: What do you mean?
CATECHIS T : He hasn't lived an hour sirce

breaking his oath. -
FATHER G.: Rubbish! Sheer superstition! My

dear fellovv, fear can kill a man!
CATECHIST: Examine his chest.

. FATHER G.: \Vhat has his chest got to do with
It?

CATECHIST: A black circle always appears
on the chest of the circle's victims. David told
me. And ... there \vas one on David.

FATHER G.: j-~1I right! If it'll make you
feel any better, I'll unbutton his shirt and let's
have a look.

CATECHIST: (after a pause) Well, Father
Galligan?

FATHER G.: (incredulously) There is a black
circle on his chest.

(£4 juju solo) ..
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I mmigraticn - what is the answer? by Fenner
Brockway and Norman Pannell (Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 4s.)
Disappointed Guests edited by Henry Tajfel and
]. L. Daw~on (Oxford University Press, 15s.)

FENNER BROCKWAY (he has mercifully resisted
being entombed in his peerage) is one of two
contributors to Immigration - what is t·he
a7!5Wer? a short symposium which epitomises the
publisher's "made" book on a cor.troversial
issue. It opens with. the melancholy observation
that both contributors lost their seats at the
1964 General Election: this turns out to be
about the only thing that they have in common
- statistics and argunlents never come together.
Mr. Brockway takes a positive view of the United
Kingdom's relationship with the Commonwealth,
nrguing that ,( we have a moral obligation to
remove the conditions of poverty which drive
the immigrants here" because "the L.1"}terests of
the Common\vealth peoples and ourselves are
complimentary." 1\'1r. Norman Pannell, one of
the small group of Conservative ~1embers 'Rho
put the Commonwealth InJmigrants PJ.ct on the
Statute Book, feels diff~rently. I-!is half of the
book is mo're closely argued, and he draws fre
quently on the excelJent wor~~ done in this field
by the Economist Intelligence Unit (it is depres··
~ing to see the results of some of their investiga
tions appearing for the first time in this context).
However, Mr. PanneH's gritty prose and inflexi
bil.ity of 0utlook make his essay hard going, and
although his arguments are not invariably ex
treme his conclusions put him at the opposite end
of the spectrum from Mr. Brocl,way.

"What point is there jn creating a multi
facial society in this country with all the
s>tresses and strains that \vill inevitably occur?"

}.1.r. Pani1ell asks. "Is it seriously maintained
that this will cement the ties of COll1monwealth
with the newly-independent tropical mem
bers? It could scarcely be claimed that our
immigration policy has so far had that e-ffect
or, on the other hand, that the restrictions
impose<!l by the Commonwealth Immigrants
l\.ct have in any way damaged rdatiollS. . . .
In any case, the first duty of any government
is to its own people and their interests should
not be sacrificed to a theory' or intcr-CoUl
monwealth harnl0ny which, in regard to iEl

n1igration, is basically false and incapable of
realisation. "

We have CCll1e a long way since the To:;
Party was the Party of Empire.

.'.FTER THE GE. TERALISATIONS, reality. D isap
pointed Guests is ·a collection of essays by COEl

monwealth students in Britain, subnlitted for a
co:npetition sponsored by the Institwte of Race
Relations arid now edited for publication by Drs.
Henri Ta;fel and ]. L. Dawson of Oxford lJni
versity. The picture the essays give of the con
frontation of the students with the rC:llities of
life in Britain with iets nnumerable petty humi!ia
tions deriving from the greater hunliliation of
British reluctJnce to accept any .cloured stra~

ger as a whole hUlnan being is both valua~)le~

and (for a British reader) depressing. The fact
that in all the essays submitted unfavour~ble

conclusions about the British outnumber favour
able ones by 5.3 to 1 is perhaps sufficient judg-

ment in itself, but it is i~te:resti.ng to look a little
closer at the differences in this respect, both
statistically and in the essays published, between
the various nationalities represented. The West
Indians, .hypersensitive to colour in their own
communities and le some extent already equipped
with English middle-class values, have to adjust
tJ the crudeness of British 2ttitudes, in which no
distinction is made between shades of colour
and education and the West Indian claim to be
a certain sort of Englishman is re;ected out of
hand. Several of the West Indians claim to
have acquired as a result of this experience
son1e sense of being West Indians, but they are
vague about what this involves. The Indians'
dilemma is not dissimilar, but the Africans (who
were the Inost disappointed of all the guests 
7.5 complaints to every expression of satisfaction)
are noticeably lnore inclined to fall back on a
sense or possessing something of intrinsic value,
namely being African, to set against rejection by
the British.

In their conclusions Drs. Tajfel and Dawson
Dlake some sensibl~ remarks about the problerrls
of coloured students in Britain: they also state
quite frankly that "the picture we had to
present is not encouraging." But in one area
there is a gliP.1mer of light; in a majority of
cases 50 out of 93) students thought that there
had been ~dvantages in studying in Britain.
Perhaps' the wounWs to pride and self-esteem were
\vorLl} it ~fter all. And at this level, Cl purely
pragmatic interchange of experience and material
benefits, the Conlmonwealth continues to justify
its existence and provide some foundation for
cloud-castles, that n1ight possibly one day be
COil1e solid reality. •
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